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of.Handbook of Optical and Laser Scanning, Second Edition,.is.to.provide engineers,.scientists,.
managerial.technologists,.and.students.with.a.resource.to.be.used.as.a.reference.for.under-
standing. the. fundamentals. of. optical. scanning. technology.. This. text. has. evolved. from.
three.previous.books,.Laser Beam Scanning.(1985),.Optical Scanning.(1991),.and.Handbook of 







































Preface to Laser Beam Scanning (1985)













Preface to Optical Scanning (1991)
To Irene, my wife; children, Clare Margaret and Mark Peter; Guy Nicholas and Maria
Elizabeth, with love.








the.deflection.of.a. light.beam.but.also.all.aspects. that.affect. the. imaging.fidelity.of. the.
output.data.that.may.be.displayed.on.a.screen.or.recorded.on.paper.
A.scanning.system.may.be.an.input.scanner,.an.output.scanner,.or.a.scanner.that.com-








onal. scanners,. windage. (i.e.,. the. aerodynamic. aspects),. bearings,. motors,. and. control.













A.strong.effort.has.been.made. for.a.measure.of.uniformity. in. the.book.with. respect.



































Preface to Handbook of Optical 
and Laser Scanning (2004)
With gratitude to my wife, Irene, colleagues, and friends.
To the memory of my parents, Ethelena and Albert, brothers, Donald and Edward and sisters, 
Andrée and Kathleen.
Optical.and. laser.beam.scanning. is. the.controlled.deflection.of.a. light.beam,.visible.or.
invisible.. The. aim. of. Handbook of Optical and Laser Scanning is. to. provide. application-
oriented. engineers,. managerial. technologists,. scientists,. and. students. with. a. guideline.
and.a.reference.to.the.fundamentals.of.input.and.output.optical.scanning.technology.and.
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mend. Steven. Stewart. of. Lincoln. Laser’s. Engineering. Department,. who. prepared. and.
detailed.the.Front.Cover.artwork.. I. thank.the.contributing.authors. themselves,.without.
















of.three.internationally.recognized.reference.books, Laser Beam Scanning.(Marcel.Dekker,.
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The.M2.model. is.currently. the.preferred.way.of.quantitatively.describing.a. laser.beam,.
including.its.propagation.through.free.space.and.lenses;.specifically,.as.ratios.of.its.param-





































































































were. now. specified10. as. having. M2. <. 1.1.. The. International. Organization. for. Standards.
began. committee. meetings. to. define. standards. for. the. spatial. characterization. of. laser.
beams,.ultimately.deciding.on.the.beam.quality.M2.value.based.on.the.second-moment.

































The. technical. development. continues. in. Section. 1.7. where. the. logic. and. precautions.



















1.4 THE M2 MODEL FOR MIXED-MODE BEAMS



















. U x y z H x w H y w u x y zmn m n( , , ) ( / ) ( / ) ( , , )= . (1.1a)
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or





















































of. nodes. in. the. spot. pattern,. for. which. the. modes. are. named.. They. are. designated. as.
Lowest Diffraction Loss Modes
First three










Rotate 01 by 90 Rotate 03 by 90
Rotate 11 by 90
03*
10




















































































































Figure. 1.2g. shows. a. higher-order. mode. synthesized. by. mixing. the. five. lowest. order.
modes.of.Figure.1.2a.through.e.in.a.sum.with.the.weightings.shown.in.the.column.labeled.
Σ..These.weights—also.called.mode.fractions—were.chosen.by.a.fitting.program.to.match.













































of. E,. the. recommended. symbol. for. irradiance,. avoids. confusion. with. the. electric. field.
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Let P = total power
then I0 = 2P/πw2
“Average irradiance is
half the peak irradiance.” 
or 
πw2 = beam area
= 4σ
r/ rw /w
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1.4.4 Propagation Properties of the Fundamental-Mode Beam
The.general.properties.expected.for.the.propagation.of.a.gaussian.beam.can.be.outlined.
from. simple. physical. principles.. As. predicted. by. solving. the. wave. equation. with. dif-
fraction,.a.bundle.of.focused.paraxial.rays.converges.to.a.finite.minimum.diameter.2w0,.
called.the.waist.diameter..The.full.angular.spread.𝜃.of.the.converging.and,.on.the.other.
side,. diverging. beam. is. proportional. to. the. beam’s. wavelength. 𝜆. divided. by. the. mini-
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formed.waist.also. approaches. the. lens..The. laser. system.designer.who.misunderstands.
this.unusual.property.of.beams.will.have.unpleasant.surprises..Many.laser.systems.have.



























1.4.5  Propagation Properties of the Mixed-Mode Beam: 
The Embedded Gaussian and the M2 Model
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2 R . (1.18)
and
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[ ( ( ]1 )/ )2 2l p . (1.17b)

















It.might.be.asked,.why.are. these.Equations.1.16. through.1.19. termed. the.“M2.model”.
(and.not.the.“M.model”)?.There.are.two.reasons..The.first. is. that. the.embedded.gauss-
ian. is.buried. in. the.mixed-mode.profile,. and.cannot.be.measured. independently,.mak-
ing.it.difficult.to.directly.determine.M..The.mixed-mode.diameter.still.grows.by.√2.in.a.
















2W0 = 2Mw0 
z0–zR z0+zRz0
Rayleigh range = zR = πW 0 
2/M2λ
Minimum radius of


















































































or. twist. about. the. propagation. axis. (called. beams. with. general. astigmatism15,16,27). such.
as. might. come. from. lasers. with. nonplanar. ring. or. out-of-plane. folded. resonators.. The.
16	 Handbook	of	Optical	and	Laser	Scanning
symmetry.of.the.beam.is.determined.by.the.symmetry.of.the.resonator..Fortunately,.few.
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converging. wavefronts. leaving. the. lens. are. assigned. positive. radii,. which. would. put. a.
minus.sign.on.the.term.1/R2.of.Equation.1.23.]
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gation.planes,. there.are. three.constants.required. to.specify. the. transformed.beam,.and.
three.constraints.needed.to.determine.them..The.lens.should.be.aberration-free.(typically,.


























. M M M1
2
2
2 2= = . (1.25)
. W W02 01= Γ . (1.26)
. z zR R2 1= Γ . (1.27)
. z f z f02 01= + −Γ( ) . (1.28)
A. set. of. these. equations. apply. to. each. of. the. two. principal. propagation. planes. (x,. z).
and (y,.z).










































1.5.1 Application of the Beam-Lens Transform to the Measurement of Divergence

































This. result. is. independent. of. where. the. lens. is. placed. in. the. input. beam.. This. follows.
by. finding. in. 2-space. the. diameter. 2Wf. at. z2. =. f. [from. Equation. 1.16a]. and. substituting.
Equations.1.19,.1.24,.and.1.28:
.






























































































































1.6  BEAM DIAMETER DEFINITIONS FOR 


























1.6.1 Determining Beam Diameters from Irradiance Profiles
Beam.diameters.are.determined.from.irradiance.profiles,.the.record.of.the.power.trans-







beam. axis. to. record. a. profile.. An. instrument. that. performs. these. functions. is. called. a.















































There. are. two. other. two. common. definitions.. The. first. is. the. diameter. of. a. circular.
aperture.giving.86.5%.transmission.when.centered.on.the.beam..It.is.variously.called.the.
variable-aperture.diameter,. the.encircled.power.diameter,.or. the.“power-in-the-bucket”.







1.6.2 General Considerations in Obtaining Useable Beam Profiles
Five.questions.are.important.in.evaluating.what.beam.diameter.method.is.best.for.a.given.
application:
. 1. How important is it to resolve the full range of irradiance variations?.Only.a.pinhole scan.
(or. its. near. equivalent,. a. CCD. camera. snapshot. read. out. pixel. by. pixel). shows.
the  full. range,.but. this. is.not.of. significance. in. some.applications,. for. example,.
where.the.total.dose.of.light.delivered.is.integrated.in.an.absorber.
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but.not. the.other.methods..With.a.CCD.camera. there. is. a. trade-off.between.
alignment.sensitivity.and.accuracy..For.best.accuracy,.a.magnifying.lens—of.
known. magnification—can. be. placed. in. front. of. the. camera. to. fill. the. max-
imum. number. of. pixels,. but. then. the. camera. becomes. somewhat. alignment.
sensitive.
. 3..With what accuracy and repeatability is the diameter determined?.The.amount.of.light.







. 4..Is the convolution error associated with the method significant?.The.convolution.error.
is. the. contribution. to. the. measured. diameter. due. to. the. finite. dimensions. of.



































































































































































vide. more. precision. (0.01. micron. spatial. resolution). and. interfaced. with. PC. controllers.
to.provide.more.features.in.addition.to.beam.diameter:.full.12-bit.digitized.profiles.and.


























1.6.3  Comparing the Five Common Methods for Defining 


















signal. level,. but. does. not. reveal. as. much. detail. of. the. irradiance. variations. [compare.














































Zeroth moment or total power ( )d d,
––






. . . . . ..
First moment or centroid ( )d dx
P










. . . . . . . . ...
Second moment ( )d dx
P









∫∫ , . (1.34).
. Variance of the distribution  
2 2s x x x
2 = − . (1.35)











half.profile. is. taken.as. the. radial.variation.of. the.cylindrically. symmetric.beam.. In. the.
transverse.radial.coordinate.plane.(r,.𝜃),.the.origin.is.the.center.of.the.beam.spot.defined.by.
the.centroid.(〈x〉,.〈y〉).given.by.the.rectangular.first.moments,.Equation.1.33.
. Zeroth moment or total power  d d− =
∞





. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Radial second moment d dr
P








∫∫ ( , )q q
p
. (1.39)
. ..Variance of the distribution  
2s r r
2 ≡ . (1.40)




s s sx y r





tions.of.Hermite–Gaussian.modes.can.be.made. to.have. the.same. irradiance.profiles.as.






The. experimental. difficulties. in. evaluating. these. integrals. with. noise. on. the. profile.
signal. come. from.the.weighting.by.a.high.power.of. the. transverse.coordinate. in. the.
second-moment. calculation,. by. the. square. in. the. linear. case. [Equation. 1.34],. and. by.








times.that.of. the.pixel.at. the.central.peak..A.discussion.of. the.high.sensitivity.of. the.
second-moment.diameter.to.noise.on.the.wings.of.the.profile.is.given.in.Reference.12..








the.beam.blocked,.and.subtraction.of. the.baseline,. the.noise.floor.of. the.dark.detector..
Because. of. the. high. directionality. of. laser. beams,. typically. the. background. can. (and.
should).be. reduced. to. insignificance.by. inserting.an.aperture.near. the. laser. (blocking.






































down. to. the. stable. table,. and. so. forth,. and. watch. for. variations. in. the. second-moment.
















increases.as.a.quadratic. function.of. the. free.space.propagation.distance.away. from.the.




values). calculated.using. it. turn.out. to.be. integers. for.either. the.pure,. rectangular-sym-
metry.Hermite–Gaussian.modes,.or.the.pure,.cylindrical-symmetry.Laguerre–Gaussian.
modes..Thus.not.only.for.the.fundamental.mode.is. M4
2 1s = ,.which.happens.by.definition,.
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but.for.the.next.higher-order.mode,.the.donut.mode,. M4
2 2s = ,.and.so.on.counting.up.by.
unity.each.time.the.mode.order.increases..In.general6.the.formulas.are:
. Hermite Gaussian modes 4− = + +( )M m ns
2 1 . (1.43)
. Laguerre gaussianmodes− = + +M p l2 2
2 2 1
s



































the.committee.members.were.aware. that. conversion. formulae.were.available. to.permit.
diameters.measured.according.to.the.other.definitions.to.be.put.in.standard.form..These.
formulae.are.discussed.in.the.next.section.





















































described. just,. M2. was. unique. at. least. up. to. values. of. M4
2 3 2s = . .14. In. these. resonators,.
diffraction. losses. and. spatial. mode. competition. in. saturating. the. gain. determine. the.





























































From. all. the. data. gathered,. simple. conversion. rules. given. in. the. next. section. between.
diameter.definitions.were.derived..Over.the.range.measured.of.M4






diameter. measurements. converted. to. second-moment. diameters. agreed. with. directly.








2 13 8s = . .gave.a.conversion.error.of.−9%;.this.is.thought.to.be.due.to.
the.strong.transient.thermal.lensing.in.this.medium.affecting.the.spatial.gain.saturation..
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FIGURE 1.10











Since.all. the.diameter.definitions.give.the.same.result. for. the.fundamental-mode.beam.
(for.which.the.beam.quality.is.unity).the.linear.relationship.can.be.expressed.with.a.single.
proportionality.constant.ci𝜎.in.the.form:









































. ( ) ( ) ( )M c M c Mi i j j4 1 1 1s s s− = − = −
therefore
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that. were. incorporated. in. the. ISO. beam-test. document.11. More. experimental. data. later.









1.7  PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF BEAM QUALITY M2 
MEASUREMENT: THE FOUR-CUTS METHOD
The. four-cuts. method. means. measuring. the. beam. diameter. at. four. judicious. axial.
positions,. the.minimum.number—as.explained.in.this.section—to.permit.an.accurate.
determination. of. M2.. To. execute. this. method. well,. several. subtleties. should. first. be.
understood.








































The first implication of this additional degree of freedom is that the beam waist must be measured 
directly, not inferred from a divergence measurement..Consider.the.propagation.plots.shown.
in. Figure. 1.11a.. Several. beams. are. plotted,. all. with. the. same. values. of. the. ratio. M2/W0.










the next pitfall is avoided by staying in one currency,.and.do.not.mix,.for.instance,.the.knife-



















































beam.must.be.sampled. in.both.near-.and. far-fields. to.distinguish. these.possibilities..The.curves.are.drawn.
with.values.appropriate. for.a.beam.of.𝜆.=.2.1.microns.. (Redrawn.from.Johnston,.T.F.,. Jr..Appl. Opt..1998,.37, 
4840–4850.)
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2
0+ < + <h hg gor . (1.53)
for.g.≪.1..If.g.=.0.01,.then.𝜂0.<.√(0.02).≅ 1/7..The tolerable error in locating z0 is one-seventh of a 
Rayleigh range.for a 1% precision in diameter measurements.





























0.5 zR.away.from.the.waist..An accessible span of at least a Rayleigh range centered on the waist 











the.original.beam..This requirement to insert a lens, and then transform through the lens back to 
the original beam constants, is an often-ignored pitfall in making accurate beam measurements.
The.temptation.is.to.use.what.is.available,.and.just.measure.the.beam.on.the.output.side.
of.the.output.coupler..Usually.this.means.the.data.is.all.on.the.diverging.side.of.the.waist..
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waist. location.𝜂0. is.no.worse. than.g/Q.=.2.5%..This. is.much.less. (since.g. is.small). than.
the.tolerance. 2g .=.14.1%.=.1/7.determined.from.inequality.Equation.1.53..The.measured.
waist.diameter.is.then.correct.to.the.fractional.error.g.






















































2 15 4= . .and. My























































2 15 2= . ..After.curve.fitting.the.same.data,.the.
fractional.rms.error.(goodness.of.fit).for.the.five.diameter.points.were.the.same.at.<1.9%.














2 15 4= . .to.M4s
2 13 8= . .was.done.by.comparing.measurements.at.cut.5,.the.focal.plane.
of. the.auxiliary. lens,.of. the.knife-edge.diameter. to. the.second-moment.diameter.calcu-
lated.from.a.pinhole.scan..This.gave.the.ratio.Dke/D4𝜎.=.1.055.or.a.factor.of.1/(1.055)2 = 0.897.
for.the.M2.conversion.
1.7.3 Discussion of Curve-Fit Analysis of the Data




A. least-squares. curve. fit. is. the. only. general. way. to. account. for. all. the. data. properly..













2 1 03= . ,.
by. rapid. manual. dithering. of. the. tube. current. while. the. instrument’s. data. gathering.
run9.was.underway..(Note,.the.ModeMaster9.collects.260.knife-edge.cuts.in.each.of.two.











A common curve-fitting technique is to use a polynomial fit for the square of the beam diameter 






. ( ) ( ) ( )W W W Wi i i i i i
2 2 2 2= ʹ + = ʹ + ʹd d
making.the.residual
. ( ) ( ) .W W Wi i i i
2 2 2− ʹ = ʹd
The. residual. from. the. exact. polynomial. curve. is. weighted. in. the. fit. by. 2Wi′,. a. positive.
power. (+1). of. Wi′,. and. so. will. give. unstable. results. if. there. is. more. than. a. few. percent.

































The. second. is. the. ModeScan™. family. of. instruments. from. Photon,. Inc.. Originally.
intended.as.an.upgrade.of.a.user’s.existing.10.Hz.rotating.drum.profiler.to.a.beam.propa-
gation.analyzer,. the.simplest.version. is.a.modular.package.consisting.of.a.0.5.m.rail. to.
manually.translate.the.profiler.in.the.beam.behind.a.fixed.input.lens,.with.software.for.the.
user’s.PC.computer.that.prompts.the.user.for.input.of.position.data..When.the.data.fields.


























1.8 TYPES OF BEAM ASYMMETRY
In.the.previous.sections,.the.means.for.the.spatial.characterization.of. laser.beams.were.























Mx ≠ My2 
2 
(b) Asymmetric
     waists
(c) Asymmetric
    divergence
FIGURE 1.15
Depiction. of. the. three-dimensional. appearance. of. the. three. basic. types. of. asymmetry. for. a. mixed-mode.
beam:.(a).astigmatism,.(b).asymmetric.waist.diameters,.and.(c).asymmetric.divergence..The.window.insets.

















































2 1 51s = . .for.that.plane.compared.
to.M x4
2 1 06s = . .for.the.plane.parallel.to.the.flow.with.negligible.aberration..Because.of.the.
round.pump.beam,.waist.asymmetry.was.only.2W0y/2W0x.=.1.06.
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Propagation distance = 163 mm
























































theoretically. (A.E.. Siegman,. personal. communication,. 1990). and. demonstrated. experi-
mentally40.that.the.centered.circular.aperture.computed.to.give.86%.transmission.for.the.
equivalent.cylindrical.beam,.has.this.same.transmission.for.the.out-of-round.real.beam..

















































a. lower. divergence. W(𝛼, z). plot. as. the. azimuth. is. incremented.. The. initially. horizontal.
(x-edge).plane.is.cutting.the.caustic.in.its. lowest.divergence.plane,.and.moves.toward.a.
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1.8.3 Other Beam Asymmetries: Twisted Beams, General Astigmatism
The.shape.of.a.beam.caustic.surface.is.determined.by.the.straight-line.paths.of.rays.where.
they.emerge.at.the.margin.of.the.particular.beam..Such.shapes.are.all.examples.of.ruled.













matic. elements. in. cascade. with. azimuth. angles. that. differ. by. something. other. than. 0°.
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Pinhole profile at focal plane 
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1. 482 1. 460
(Zoy–Zox) / Zrr  =
2Woy / 2Wox  =





























































































divergence. angle. above. is. then. evaluated. as. 𝜃n. =. 1.521. mr,. the. maximum. convergence.
angle.is.larger.than.𝜃n.by.M2.=.5.24,.making.the.beam.diameter.at.the.y-scan.mirror.be.2WA.
=.TM2𝜃n.=.5.180.mm,.all.in.knife-edge.units.












of. reasonable. size,. so. it. is.possible. to.use. such.a. larger.beam.here..The.significant.
advantage.is.seen.from.the.product.data.sheet.for.this.laser.(CVI-Melles.Griot.Model.
74. Helium–Cadmium. laser):. with. single. isotope. cadmium. used. in. the. laser. (the. X.
models. on. the. data. sheet). the. multimode. power. is. 55. mW,. the. fundamental-mode.
power. is. 13.mW,. a ratio of 4.2 times..With.natural. isotopic.mix. cadmium,. the.num-
bers.are.40.mW.and.8.mW,.a ratio of 5 times..Thus.the.laser’s.output.power.is.roughly.
proportional. to. its. M2,. making. the. multimode. laser. considerably. smaller. and. less.
expensive.than.a.fundamental-mode.laser.would.be.at.the.power.level.required.for.
this.application.
1.9.4 How to Read the Laser Test Report
Notice.that.the.beam.quality.number.used.in.Section.1.9.2.was.from.the.“R”.column.(for.
radial. or. round. mode). of. the. REPORT. shown. in. Figure. 1.17.. These. are. the. beam. con-
stants.for.the.equivalent.cylindrical.beam.discussed.in.Section.1.8.2,.the.best.theoretical.
average6,40,42.of. the.X.and.Y.column.constants. for. the. two.principal.propagation.planes.
on. the. report.. Since. there. is. less. than. 4%. difference. between. Mx2. and. My2,. it. is. appro-
priate. to. use. the. average. values. in. the. R. column. and. treat. the. beam. as. round. for. this.
exercise..The.fact.that.the.report.is.all.in.knife-edge.units.is.signified.by.the.“clip-levels”.














1.9.5 Replacing the Focusing Beam Expander with an Equivalent Lens
The.beam.expander.of.Figure.1.17,.when.left.at.a.fixed.focus.setting,.can.be.replaced.with.


































































































fequiv. = 0.551 m 
Vat surface
2W02
= 0.272 mm zR2
 = 0.0340 m A 
 = 0.647 m 
Mke = 5.24
2
Γ = 0.0342 
z02
2W01
=1.471 mm =0.995 m 
zR1
z01

































1.9.6 Depth of Field and Spot-Size Variation at the Scanned Surface
With. the. equivalent. lens. transform. defined,. questions. relating. the. input. beam. to. the.












1.9.7 Laser Specifications to Limit Spot Out-of-Roundness on the Scanned Surface
































The. +10%. pure. waist. asymmetry. at. the. vat. (i.e.,. accompanied. by. no. astigmatism. or.
divergence.asymmetry).for.the.most.part.transforms.through.the.lens.to.a.correspond-
ing.+8%.waist.asymmetry.at.the.laser..The.same.is.true.for.the.divergence.asymmetry..
The. different. waist. diameters. at. the. vat,. generate. different. Rayleigh. ranges. there. and.
in.the.lens.transform.produce.a.−12%.normalized.astigmatism.at.the.laser..Specify.the.















Quantity x y Ratios, y/x Ratio was:
1/Γ 29.816.(+2.0.%) 28.540.(−2.4%) 0.957.(−4.3%) 1
2W01.(mm) . 1.415.(−3.8%) . 1.526.(+3.8%) 1.079.(+7.9%) 1
z01.(m) . 3.416.(+1.7%) . 3.294.(−2.0%) As/zRr.=.−12.3% 0
zR1.(m) . 0.921.(−7.5%) . 1.071.(+7.7%) 1.163.(+16.4%) 1




Quantity x y Ratios, y/x Ratio was:
1/Γ 28.896.(−1.1%) 29.532.(+1.0%) 1.022.(+2.2%) 1
2W01.(mm) . 1.463.(−0.6%) . 1.478.(+0.5%) 1.011.(+1.1%) 1
z01.(m) . 3.328.(−0.9%) . 3.389.(+0.9%) As/zRr.=.+6.1% 0
zR1.(m) . 1.033.(+3.8%) . 0.958.(−3.8%) 0.927.(−7.3%) 1




of.an.astigmatic.beam. in.general.before.applying. the.concept. to. the. focus.at. the.vat.. It.
has.already.been.shown.(Section.1.9.6).that.the.path.length.to.the.liquid.surface.changes.
over.the.scanned.field.by.2.37.cm..This.path.change.causes.a.spot-size.variation.of.21.9%.











































































Quantity x y Ratios, y/x Ratio was:
1/Γ 36.794(+25.9%) 23.708.(−18.9%) 0.644.(−35.6%) 1
2W01.(mm) 1.651.(+12.2%) 1.345.(−9.9%) 0.803.(−19.7%) 1
z01.(m) 3.651.(+8.7%) 3.110.(−7.4%) As/zRr.=.−52.4% 0
zR1.(m) 1.253.(+25.9%) 0.807.(−18.9%) 0.644.(−35.6%) 1
Θ1.(mr) 1.318.(−11.0%) 1.641.(+10.9%) 1.216.(+24.6%) 1
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This. type.of.asymmetry,. transformed.back. to. the. laser. side.of. the.equivalent. lens,. is.
devastating.to.the.1-space.beam.constants..More.correctly,.it.would.take.devastating.input.
beam. characteristics. to. produce. this. large. a. “quadratic-ratio-of-astigmatic-diameters”.
parameter..There.are.large.percentage.changes.in.1-space.waist.asymmetry,.astigmatism,.
and.divergence.asymmetry..Actual.lasers.with.asymmetries.this.large.would.be.rejected.
















z—than. the.embedded.gaussian.beam. implicit.within. it..Thus. the.change. in.equations.
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astigmatism.. In. this. revised.edition,. Jeff.Guttman.of.Photon,. Inc..updated.us.on.recent.
developments.in.cameras.and.profilers..Lastly,.David.Bacher.and.John.O’Shaughnessy.of.
CVI. Melles. Griot,. Inc.,. and. especially. Gerald. F.. Marshall. contributed. very. helpful. and.
constructive.reviews.of.the.manuscript.
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Beam, equivalent cylindrical: A.cylindrically.symmetric.beam.constructed.mathemati-
cally. in. the. M2. model. from. the. beam. constants. measured. in. the. two. principal.
propagation.planes.of.an.asymmetric.beam,.see.the.explanation.of.Figure.1.16a..



























































































































Power-in-the-bucket:. Alternate. term. for. D86,. the. variable-aperture. beam. diameter.
definition.
Principal diameters (of an elliptical spot):.The.diameters.along.the.major.and.minor.axes.
of.the.ellipse.






Profile, knife-edge: A.profile. taken.with.a.knife.edge.mask,.yielding.a. tilted.S-shaped.
curve.
Profile, pinhole:.A.profile.taken.with.a.pinhole.aperture.and.capable.of.showing.all.the.
irradiance. highs. and. lows. but. requiring. careful. centering. of. the. beam. to. the.





the. beam. diameter. on. a. digital. readout. as. the. scan. distance—or. clip. width—.
between.preset.clip.points.on.the.profile.
Profile, slit:. A. profile. taken. with. a. slit. aperture,. showing. something. of. the. irradiance.






















Second-moment, radial:.The. integral.over. the. transverse.plane.of. the. irradiance.distri-




































Wave equation:. Propagation. of. paraxial. rays. including. the. effect. of. diffraction. are.
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optical. systems. for. laser. scanners1. to. provide. yet. another. perspective.. The. goal. of. this.
chapter. is. to.provide. the.background.knowledge. that.will.help.develop.an. insight.and.
intuition. for. optical. designs. in. general. and. scanning. systems. in. particular.. Combined.
with.a.familiarity.with.optical.design.tools,.these.insights.will.help.lead.to.optical.designs.










































2.2 LASER SCANNER CONFIGURATIONS
Optical.system.configurations.for.laser.scanners.can.vary.in.complexity.from.a.simple.col-
limated.laser.source.and.scanner.to.one.including.beam.conditioning.optical.components,.
modulators,. cylinders,. anamorphic.optical. relays,. laser.beam.expanders,.multiple. scan-
ners,.and.anamorphic.optical.components.for.projecting.the.scanned.beam.
The.scanned.laser.beam.can.be.converging,.diverging,.or.collimated..Figure.2.1. illus-




































In. a. pre-objective. scanning. configuration. the. beam. is. first. scanned. into. an. angular.
field.and.then.usually.imaged.onto.a.flat.surface..The.entrance.pupil.of.the.scan.lens.is.
located.at.or.near.the.scanning.element..The.clearance.from.the.scanner.to.the.scan.lens.





multielement.flat-field. lenses..The.special.conditions.described. in. the.next. few.sections.
must.be.considered.during.the.design.of.these.lenses.




















































tive. where. most. surfaces. are. bent. to. minimize. chief. ray. angles. of. incidence,. minimiz-
ing.individual.surface.field.dependent.aberrations..The.ability.to.recognize.which.design.
forms. work. better. over. the. field. and. which. work. better. over. the. aperture. will. help. in.
developing.relaxed.design.forms.
Spherical. surfaces.are.naturally.easier. to. fabricate.and. test..However,.aspheric. sur-
faces. (as. a. design. variable). can. be. used. to. gain. insight. into. what. is. holding. back. a.
design,.or.help.find.a.new.design.form..Their.moderate.use.can.save.weight.and.space,.
or.they.can.often.be.replaced.later.in.the.design.process.with.additional.spherical.ele-


















n as.a. function.of. the.paraxial.marginal. ray.height.and.angle. (ym.and.num).and.parax-
ial.chief.ray.height.and.angle.(yc.and.nuc),.as.illustrated.in.Figure.2.3.and.given.by.the.
relationship
. I y nu y num c c m= −( ).. (2.1)






The.optical. invariant,.as. the.name.implies,. is.a.constant.throughout.the.optical.system,.
provided.it.is.not.modified.by.discontinuities.in.the.optical.system.such.as.diffusers,.grat-
ings,.or.other.discontinuities.such.as.vignetting.apertures..The.optical.invariant.is.typi-








. I y num m= − . (2.3)
where.the.marginal.ray.angle.term.(num). is.the.paraxial.equivalent.of.the.sine.of.the.
cone half.angle. in.air.of. the. light. focused.on. the. image.plane,.known.as. the.numer-
ical  aperture. (NA).. These. reduced. invariant. equations. are. very. useful. when. dealing.








































2.4.1 The Diffraction Limit
Most.scanning.systems.are.required.to.perform.at.or.very.near.the.diffraction.limit..The.













l / . (2.5)
This. diffraction. limit. is. an. optical. invariant. that. determines. the. resolution. in. both. the.
spatial.and.angular.domain,.and.can.be.thought.of.as.a.spot-invariant.(or.spot-divergence.
product).that.can.be.rewritten.as
. d NA( ) . .2 2 44= l . (2.6)
















l= = . .. (2.8)























Engineers. developing. scanning. systems. often. use. the. concept. of. spot. diameter.. The.


















































W0Θ½ = w0 (M2 θ½) W0Θ½ = (w0M2 )θ½
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diameter. formula. refers. to. the.13.5%. irradiance. level. in. the. image,.while. the.Airy.disc.
formula.relates. to. the.diameter.of. the.first.zero. in. irradiance..Figure.2.5. illustrates. this.
with. the. irradiance.distributions.of. the.near-uniform. illumination.of. the.W.=.10.curve.


























simultaneously.. Section. 2.8.4. discusses. in. greater. detail. how. multiconfiguration. design.
procedures.can.be.used.in.scan-lens.design.
2.5.2 Image Quality







The. MTF. specification. can. offer. advantages. in. describing. the. optical. performance. of.

























































function..A.measure.of. that. redistribution. is. the.Strehl. ratio,. the. ratio.of. the.spot.peak.
intensity.relative.to.the.diffraction.limit..The.Strehl.ratio.is.a.convenient.measure.of.the.











































2.5.4 Depth of Focus Considerations
Another.important.consideration.in.laser.scanning.systems.is.the.DOF..The.classical.DOF.
for.a.perfectly.spherical.wavefront.is.given.by
. DOF = ± ( )2

















. R Zmin = 2 R . (2.19a)
and.the.transverse.1/e2.beam.radius.is
















































. 6..The.same.as.E.with W =.0.85,.no.focus.shift.
The.truncation.value.of W =.0.85.was.used.for.this.example.instead.of.1.0.in.order.to.
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2.6 FIRST- AND THIRD-ORDER CONSIDERATIONS
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romatic.cemented.doublet..To.make.a.positive. lens.achromatic. it. is.necessary. to.have.a.



















(i.e.,.glasses.with. similar. rate.of. change. in.dispersion.with.wavelength)..Where.glasses.




differences. due. to. color. can. be. corrected. by. refocus.or. by. moving. the. elements.. These.
systems.do.not.need.full.color.correction,.and.they.can.be.designed.to.meet.other.more.
demanding. requirements.. The. highest. performance. scan. lenses. are. usually. used. with.
strictly.monochromatic.laser.beams.

























Third-order. theory. describes. the. lowest-order. monochromatic. aberrations. in. an.
optical. system.. Any. real. system. will. usually. have. some. balance. of. third-order. and.
higher-order.aberrations,.but.the.basic.third-order.surface-by-surface.contributions.are.











This.aberration. is. the.first.asymmetrical.aberration. that.appears. for.points. close. to. the.
















Source:..Thompson,. K.P.. Methods for Optical Design and 
Analysis—Seminar Notes;. Optical. Research.
Associates:.California,.1993.
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the.meridional.plane..The.sagittal.rays.(rays. in.a.plane.perpendicular. to. the.meridi-
onal.plane).come.to.a.different.line.focus.perpendicular.to.the.tangential.line.image..
This.focus.position.is.called.the.sagittal focus..Midway.between.the.two.focal.positions,.









Distortion. is. a. measure. of. the. displacement. of. the. real. chief. ray. from. its. correspond-
ing.paraxial.reference.point.(image.height.Y.= F *.tan.𝜃).and.is.independent.of.f-number..

































































introduce. positive. spherical. aberration.. Because. distortion. is. an. aberration. of. the. chief.
ray,.surfaces.that.are.collective.to.the.chief.ray.will.add.negative.distortion.and.dispersive.
surfaces.will.add.positive.distortion.
2.6.4 Importance of the Petzval Radius



















































In. most. monochromatic. scan. lenses,. the. negative. lens. will. have. a. lower. index. of.
refraction.than.the.positive.lenses..The.positive.lenses.will.usually.have.an.index.of.
refraction. above. 1.7,. while. the. negative. lenses. will. usually. have. values. around. 1.5..











2.7 SPECIAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS













two. mirrors,. however,. have. to. be. separated. from. each. other,. and. this. means. the. opti-
cal. system.has. to.work.with. two.separated.entrance.pupils,.with.considerable.distance.
between.them..This. in.effect.requires.that.the.lens.system.be.aberration.corrected.for.a.






















































































focus.with. the.same.NA.as. in. the. in-scan.plane..The.ratio.of. the.cross-scan.NA.at. the.





























































telephoto.cross-scan.configuration..The. feed.beam.is. likewise.compressed. in. the.cross-
scan.plane.to.provide.the.necessary.round.beam.converging.on.the.image.plane..The.dia-
grams.show.the.two.focal.lengths.of.the.scan.lens.as.Fyz.and.Fxz..In.its.simplest.terms,.the.









Systems. using. a. retro-reflective. prism. (with. 90°. roof. edge). that. reflects. the. scanning.
beam.back.onto.the.facet.face.before.it.passes.to.the.scan.lens.have.been.built.to.correct.
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line),. there. is. a. trade-off. between. the. scan. angle. θ. and. the. diameter. of. the. feed. beam.
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 6 Facet polygon
 7 Facet polygon










































































Beginning. with. the. resolution. requirement. of. 300. DPI. based. on. 1/e2. and. a. nominal.
wavelength.of.780.nm,.the.ideal.Gaussian.waist.size.(pixel.size).is
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in.a. system. that. is. too. long. (when.considering. scanner. to. lens. clearance,. the. thickness.
of. real. lenses,. and. the. image. distance).. To. shorten. the. length. of. the. optical. system. the.
optical.scan.angle.is.increased.to.±20°.(0.35.radians)..The.new.required.focal.length.then.
becomes
. F = 309 mm
and.the.required.design.aperture.diameter.is

















Parameter Specification or Goal
. 1..Image.format.(line.length). 216.mm.(8.5.in)
. 2..Wavelength. 780.+.15,.−10.nm.
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2.8.2 Multiconfiguration Using Tilted Surfaces
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Surface Radius Thickness Glass Type
1 30.3512
2 −36.5662 4.0000 SF4
3 310.0920 18.0000 SK16
4 −49.8537 0.3276
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an.aperture. larger. than. just. the. feed.beam.diameter..The.effect. is.greater. for.systems.
with.polygons.having.fewer.facets,.larger.optical.scan.angles,.and/or.larger.feed.beam.





scan. lens!. When. this. pupil. shift. is. included. in. the. lens. design. model. by. rigorously.




entire. beam.. Asymmetrical. truncation. or. vignetting. occurs,. which. can. modify. the.
shape.of.spot.at.the.image.plane..Accurate.aperture.modeling.is.especially.important.
for.accurate.diffraction-based.spot.profile.calculations..In.a.rigorous.polygon.model,.
























TITLE “LINCOLN PO-6–16-37 MELLES GRIOT LLS-090 90 mm F/50 31.5-deg P-468”
EPD 1.8145




S0 0.0 0.1e20   ! Surface 0 “A”
S 0.0 50.8   ! Surface 1
 STO
S 0.0 −25.4 REFL  ! Surface 2
XDE 0.0; YDE 0.0; ZDE 0.0; BEN
ADE −31.5; BDE 0.0; CDE 0.0;
S 0.0 0.0   ! Surface 3 “B”
XDE 0.0; YDE 0.0; ZDE 0.0;
ADE 63.0; BDE 0.0; CDE 0.0;
S 0.0 −16.892507   ! Surface 4 “C”
S 0.0 0.0   ! Surface 5
XDE 0.0; YDE 10.351742; ZDE 0.0;
ADE −31.5; BDE 0.0; CDE 0.0;
S 0.0 19.812   ! Surface 6 “D”
XDE 0.0; YDE 0.0; ZDE 0.0;
ADE −15.5; BDE 0.0; CDE 0.0;
S 0.0 −19.812 REFL  ! Surface 7
S 0.0 0.0   ! Surface 8 “E”
XDE 0.0; YDE 0.0; ZDE 0.0; REV
ADE −15.5; BDE 0.0; CDE 0.0;
S 0.0 16.892507   ! Surface 9 “F”
XDE 0.0; YDE 10.351742; ZDE 0.0; REV
ADE −31.5; BDE 0.0; CDE 0.0;
S 0.0 7.0   ! Surface 10 “G”
S −49.606 4.5 SK16 _ SCH0TT  ! Surface 11
S 0.0 6.3 5   ! Surface 12
S 0.0 5.35 SFL6 _ SCH0TT  ! Surface 13
S −38.633 104.340988   ! Surface 14
PIM
SI 0.0 −0.633188
ZOOM 7    ! “H”
ZOOM ADE S6 −15.5 −11 −7.5 0 7.5 11 15.5
ZOOM ADE S8 −15.5 −11 −7.5 0 7.5 11 15.5
GO
CA     ! “I”
CIR S2 2.5 ;CIRS2 EDG 2.5
REX S7 4.7625 ;REYS7 11.43
REX S7 EDG 4.7625; REY S7 EDG 11.43
REX S11 5.0 ;REY S11 5.1
REX S12 5.0 ;REY S12 7.6
REX S13 5.0 ;REYS13 14.9





























































ified. here.. The. rectangular. aperture. specifications. for. the. polygon. facet. are. given. for.
surface.7.
2.8.5 Dual-Axis Scanning







2.9 SELECTED LASER SCAN LENS DESIGNS
































2.9.1 A 300 DPI Office Printer Lens (λ = 633 nm)
Figure.2.28.presents.a.patent.(U.S..Patent.4,179,183,.Tateoka,.Minoura;.December.18,.1979).






Section F F/# L ROAL RFWD d L/d RBcr RPR REPR NS/I NO.el
9.1 300 60 328 1.4 0.13 70 4700 0.66 −11 . −5 370 2
9.2 100 24 118 1.4 0.06 28 4300 0.34 −12 −12 920 3
9.3 400 20 310 1.6 0.17 23 13,000 0.49 −26 −30 1100 3
9.4 748 17 470 1.4 0.06 20 23,000 0.29 −15 −50 1200 3
9.5 55 5 29 2.1 0.44 . 5.8 5000 0.84 −32 −24 4300 3
9.6 52 2 20 4.2 0.39 . 4 5000 1.0 −56 −16 6350 14












appears. that. the. lens. is.well. corrected. to.within.λ/4.OPD. (optical.path.difference).and.
linear. to. within. 0.2%.. A. similar. lens. may. have. been. used. in. early. Canon. laser. printer.
engines..This.lens.has.an.exceedingly.wide.angle.for.a.scan.lens..It.has.a.great.advantage.
in.the.design.of.a.compact.scanner..This.printer.meets.the.needs.of.300.DPI,.which.is.quite.






















Lens.1:.U.S..Patent.4,179,183.Tateoka,.Minoura; F =.300.mm,.F/60, L =.328.mm.
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diameters.as.small.as.possible..The. largest. lens.diameter. is.110.mm..Lens.performance.






Lens.2:.U.S..Patent.4,269,478.Maedo,.Yuko; F =.100.mm,.F/24, L =.118.mm.
FIGURE 2.30














over. this.wavelength.region,.and.the. lens.will.perform.satisfactorily..This. lens.was.not.
fully. engineered. for.manufacture.. It.would. be. necessary. to. consider. carefully. how. the.
negative–positive.glass-to-glass.contact.combination.would.be.mounted.
2.9.6  High-Precision Scan Lens Corrected for Two 









Lens.4:.Designer.R..Hopkins; F =.748.mm,.F/17, L =.470.mm.
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Lens.5:.Designer.R..Hopkins; F =.55.mm,.F/5, L =.29.mm.
FIGURE 2.33
Lens.6:.Designer.D..Stephenson; F =.50.mm,.F/2, L =.20.mm.
FIGURE 2.34




2.10  SCAN LENS MANUFACTURING, QUALITY 
































2.11 HOLOGRAPHIC LASER SCANNING SYSTEMS
Holographic. scanning. systems. were. first. developed. in. the. late. 1960s,. in. part. through.
government-sponsored. research. for. image. scanning. (reading). of. high-resolution. aerial.
photographs..Its.application.to.image.scanning.and.printing.for.high-resolution.business.
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graphics. followed. in. the.1970s.with.efforts.dominated.by. IBM.and.Xerox.16.Subsequent.
developments. in. both. the. holographic. process. (design. and. fabrication). and. laser. tech-
nology. (from. commercializing. of. the. HeNe. laser. to. low-cost. diode. lasers). have. helped.
broaden.its.application.into.commercial.and.industrial.systems.
Applications.include:.low-resolution.point-of-sale.barcode.scanners;.precision.noncon-




lower.mass,. less.windage,.and.reduced.sensitivity. to.scan.disc.errors.such.as. jitter.and.















































tricity,. axis. longitudinal. vibration,. and. disc. tilt. and. wedge. can. affect. scanned. image.
position.










































































20 Bragg angle 
25 Bragg angle 
30 Bragg angle 
35 Bragg angle 
40 Bragg angle 
45 Bragg angle 





















































































2.12  NONCONTACT DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT 
SYSTEM USING HOLOGRAPHIC SCANNING
Optoelectronic.systems.for.noncontact.dimensional.measurements.have.been.available.to.
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Bragg angle = 45 degrees 
& 1 degree near bragg 
Bragg angle = 22 degrees 













2.12.1 Speed, Accuracy, and Reliability Issues
As.line.speeds.have.increased.and.tolerances.have.narrowed,.the.need.to.provide.not.only.

























































































































































































































































Scan line half height (mm) 
















































This. configuration. uses. a. scan. disc. HOE. at. other. than. the. minimum. line. bow. con-
dition. (to. introduce.a.prescribed.amount.of. line.bow). that.both. focuses.and.scans. the.
beam.. A  prescan. HOE. is. used. to. introduce. additional. chromatic. cross-scan. error. that,.
coupled.with.the.bow.correction.provided.by.a.tilted.curved.mirror,.produces.a.corrected.
in-scan. beam.. The. postscan. HOE. completes. the. correction. by. balancing. the. cross-scan.




Typical. system. performance. specifications. (beam. size,. line. bow,. scan. linearity,. and.
change.in.line.bow.and.scan.linearity.over.wavelength.and.scan).are.listed.in.Table.2.7..As.
the.system’s.performance.requirements.increase,.tighter.control.of.the.system.aberrations.





























. . .(i).Center.wavelength 670,.780,.786.(nm)
. . .(ii).Wavelength.drift ±1.nm
. . .(iii).FWHM.divergence 11H.⋅.29V.degrees












. . .(i).Total.length 300/600.DPI:.216.mm
1200.DPI:.230.mm
. . .(ii).Linearity.(w.r.t..scan.disc.rotation) 300/600.DPI:.±1%
1200.DPI:.±0.03%
. . .(iii).Chromatic.variation.of.line.length.(over.±.1.nm) 300.DPI:.<20.microns
600.DPI:.<5.microns
1200.DPI:.<5.microns
. . .(iv).Bowing.(microns) 300/600.DPI:.<300.microns
1200.DPI:.<25.microns
. . .(v).Chromatic.variation.of.line.bow.(over.±.1.nm) 300.DPI:.<20.microns
600.DPI:.<10.microns
1200.DPI:.<5.microns





Over. the. years,. Holographix. has. developed. proprietary. alignment. and. recording.
















The.significant. trends. in.refinement.of. laser.scanning.systems.are.ever-increasing.scan.
lengths.and.larger.number.of.spots.per.inch..The.design.examples.show.present-day.prac-
tical.boundaries.for.scan.lenses..These.boundaries.continue.to.slowly.expand.with.new.
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while. in.scanning.the.array. is.synthesized.by.moving.a. long. line.of.photosites.one-pixel.
wide.(i.e.,.a.one-dimensional.array.or.possibly.three.lines.one.for.each.color).over.as.much.of.
a.document.as.is.needed..This.has.an.effect.in.the.scanning.electronics—speed.of.the.real-







Considerable. research,. development,. and. engineering. have. occurred. over. the. last. two.
decades.and.only.a.very.small.portion.could.be.referenced.in.the.following.pages..A.few.
general. references. of. note. are. provided. as. References. 2–18. and. elementary. tutorials. in.




While. the. focus. here. is. on. imaging. modules. and. imaging. systems,. scanners. may,. of.






into. time-varying. electrical. signals.. Image. integrating. and. sampling. systems,. such. as.






















The. term. digital here. refers. to. a. system. in. which. each. picture. element. (pixel). must.





















































of.overall. image.quality. (Section.3.6). tends. to. focus.on. the.models.of. systems.and. their.
elements,.not.the.images.themselves..For.some.purposes,.for.example,.judging.the.quality.


















































A. model. has. been. described. by. P.. Engeldrum12,40–42. called. the. Image. Quality. Circle,.
which.ties.all.of.these.evaluations.together.and.expands.them.into.a.logical.framework.
















































known.as.the.“Image.Quality.Circle”.(adapted.from.Engeldrum,.P.G..Psychometric Scaling: A Toolkit for Imaging 
Systems Development; Imcotek.Press:.Winchester,.MA,.2000.and.Engeldrum,.P.G..Chapter 2 Psychometric Scaling: 














very. limited,. often. applying. only. to. the. circumstances. used. in. their. particular. experi-
ment..When.these.circumstances.apply,.however,.such.abbreviated.methods.are.valuable..




3.2 BASIC CONCEPTS AND EFFECTS
3.2.1 Fundamental Principles of Digital Imaging
The.basic.electronic.imaging.system.performs.a.series.of.image.transformations.sketched.
in.Figure.3.4..An.object.such.as.a.photograph.or.a.page.with.lines.and.text.on.it.is.converted.







































tal. Each.of.these.individual.samples.of.the.image.is.a.picture element, often.referred.to.as.a.
pixel or.pel..A.sampled.and.multilevel (>2).quantized.image.is.often.referred.to.as.a.grayscale 
image (a.term.also.used.in.a.different.context.to.describe.a.continuous.tone.analog.image)..











RIP (Raster Input 
Processor) incl 
decompress 










































A. common. and. simple. form. of. image. processing. is. the. conversion. from. a. gray. to. a.
binary.image.as.represented.in.Figure.3.5d.of.Figure.3.5..In.this.process.a.threshold.is.set.
at.some.particular.gray. level,.and.any.pixel.at.or.above.that. level. is.converted.to.white.




• Object (Test pattern) 
(b) • Image (Optical) 
• Sample (Pixels) 




















































































































(a) Higher density sampling (e.g. Double above)













































































































































































































Recovery.of.original.object. from.properly.sampled. imaging.process:. (a).object.sampled.at.double. frequency.
(from.Figure.3.9h);. (b).spectrum.of.“a”.(from.Figure.3.9i);. (c).spread.function.for.rectangular.frequency.filter.
function;. (d). rectangular. frequency. function;. (e). recovered. object. function;. (f). recovered. object. spectrum..
































































Roetling44. integrated. the.visual. response.curve. to.find.an.average.of.2.8.bits/pixel.as.
a.good.upper.bound.for.the.eye.itself..Note.that.his.general.halftoning.approach,.using.
3. bits/pixel. and. 20. pixels/mm. (500. pixels/in). also. approximates. the. visual. limit. in. the.
important.midfrequency.region..Specialized.halftoning.techniques7,45.may.produce.differ-
ent.and.often.more.gray.levels.per.pixel.at.the.lower.frequencies.


















































tographic. noise. (granularity). is. the. standard. deviation. of. the. density. fluctuations.. It. is.
directly.proportional.to.the.square.root.of.the.effective.detection.area,47,48.a.of.a.measuring.
instrument.or.scanner-sensor,.that.is,.Selwyn’s.law:
. sa = S a( )









































12  bits/pixel?. First. of. all. there. are. many. reasons. to. modify. these. calculations. for. spe-
cific.situations.such.as.larger.tolerances.on.probabilities.for.distinguishing.differences.less.
reliably,.considering. larger.sampling.apertures. for.certain.rendering/viewing.methods,.
different. frequency.weightings.and.many.others. that.would.result. in.more. inbound.or.
outbound.gray.levels.(Reference.53,.p..198).







Actual. hardwired. real-time. scanners. have. to. assume. the. worst. case. (e.g.,. 200. gray.
levels—see.Figure.3.11)..This.is.rounded.up.to.256.or.8.bits..However,.the.200.gray.levels.
6 
Scanners 600 dpi (13 um)
HiQ microfilm 
(12.5 um)
Film categories (with spread function diam.)  
film (15 um) film (27 um) sep (35 um)
HiQ Amateur High speed Color film 1 
500 dpi (16 um)



































Being.aware.of. the. inbound. limits,. the.system.options.and. the.outbound. limits.as.an.
endpoint.gives.a.framework.for.robust.engineering.and.optimization.of.image.quality.in.a.
systems.context..Information.capacity.approaches.extend.these.concepts.(see.Section.3.6.7).
3.2.2 Basic System Effects
3.2.2.1  Blur
















material..Output. scanner.blur.more.directly.affects. the.appearance.of. sharpness. in. the.
final.hard.copy.image.that.is.presented.to.the.HVS.than.does.blur.in.the.input.scanner..
























It. is. apparent,. then,. that. blur. can. have. both. positive. and. negative. impacts. on.










very. small. regions. of. the. image,. simulating. continuous. response.. Many,. often.





























Curve. C. shows. a. classic. abridged. gray. (severely. limited. number. of. levels). system.
attempting. to.write. linearly.but.with.only.eight. levels.of.gray..This. response.becomes.
a.series.of.small.steps,.but.because.of.the.choice.of.density.units,.which.are.logarithmic,.
the.sizes.of.the.steps.are.very.different..Had.we.plotted.output.reflectance.as.a.function.



















In.many.conventional. imaging. situations. the. input.density. range.exceeds. that.of. the.
output.density..The.system.designer.is.confronted.with.the.problem.of.dealing.with.this.
mismatch.of.dynamic. ranges..One.approach. is. to.make. the. system.respond. linearly. to.


























shadow.regions. for. the.reasons.given.earlier. for.curve.D..One.general. rule. is. to. follow.












a. particular. photograph. in. a. particular. application.. This. can. be. achieved. through. the.











































































It. is. the. result.of. the.high-resolution.pixel-by-pixel. comparison.of. the. threshold.matrix.
and.the.image.detail.which.allows.high-contrast.image.detail.to.pass.through.the.halftone.
matrix,.nearly.unchanged.
There. are. also. many. other. methods. for. converting. binary. images. into. pseudog-
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18 16 11 10 15 
29 30 24 5 4 3 9 
323 31 25 12 2 8 1 
27 26 19 13 6 7 14 
11 10 15 17 22 23 18 
4 3 9 21 29 30 24 
1 2 8 28 32 31 25 














































Tan–1 (3/11) = 15.3°
Levels = 130 + white





























































































































observers. and. is. representative. of. 92%. of. the. human. population. having. normal. color.
vision..This.set.of.functions.provides.the.standardization.for.much.of.the.science.of.the.
measurement.of.color,.in.other.words,.important.colorimetry.standards.
This. overly. simplistic. description. goes. beyond. the. scope. of. this. chapter. to. explain..
Ideally.the.information.recorded.by.a.color.scanner.should.be.equivalent.to.that.seen.by.
an.observer.. In.reality,. the. transparent.colorant.materials.used.to.create. images.are.not.
perfect..Significant.failures.stem.from.the.nonideal.shapes.of.the.spectral.sensitivities.of.
the.capturing.device.and.the.nonideal.shapes.of.the.spectral.reflectance.or.transmittance.











3.2.2.5.2 Colorimetry and Chromaticity Diagrams
This. leads. to. two. large. problem. areas. in. color. image. quality. needing. quantification,.

















psychophysical. and. psychological. factors. beyond. those. depicted. in. this. diagram.4. It. is,.















Wavelength (λ) in nm
(a) 
(b) 
Wavelength (λ) in nm
600 700















are. also. many. different. transformations. of. basic. chromaticity. diagram,. a. few. primary.
examples.of.which.we.will.describe.here.



















































Spectral locus Bounds the region of
chromaticity diagram space representing all
real colors (wavelengths in nm)
Typical monitor color space
based on red, green and blue phosphors for
that monitor
Typical printer color space
based on example cyan, magenta, yellow
and black inks, and typical papers
Equal energy white point: “E”
FIGURE 3.18
The. x, y chromaticity. diagram.. Variations. derived. from. it,. and. the. equations. that. define. it,. provide. a. basis.
for.much.of. the. literature. that.describes.color. image.quality. today.. It. is.designed. to. facilitate.description.of.
small.color.differences.such.as.an.original.and.a.reproduced.color.or.two.different.reproductions.of.the.same.
color..Examples.of.the.differences.between.possible.colors.at.a.given.lightness.formed.in.two.different.media,.





curves.for.x y z, , , the.spectral.power.of.the.light.source.S (λ), and.the.spectral.reflectance.
(or.transmittance).of.the.object.R (λ), one.can.calculate
.
X k S R x= ( ) ( ) ( )
=






Y k S R y= ( ) ( ) ( )
=






Z k S R z= ( ) ( ) ( )
=




where.k is.normally.selected.to.make.Y = 100.when.the.object.is.a.perfect.white,.that.is,.
an.ideal,.nonfluorescent.isotropic.diffuser.with.a.reflectance.equal.to.unity.throughout.























+ +( ) .
(3.4c)
One.of.the.most.popular.transformations.is.the.CIE.L*a*b* version.(called.CIELAB.for.
short).which. is.one.of.most.widely.accepted.attempts. to.make.distances. in. color. space.
more.uniform.in.a.visual.sensation.sense.76,203..Here
. L Y Yn
∗ = ( ) −116 161 3/ / . (3.5)
which.represents.the.achromatic.lightness.variable,.and
. a X X Y Yn n
∗ = −⎡⎣ ⎤⎦500
1 3 1 3( / ) ( / )/ / .
(3.6)
. b Y Y Z Zn n
∗ = −500 1 3 1 3[( / ) ( / ) ]/ / .
(3.7)
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represent.the.chromatic.information,.where.Xn, Yn, Zn are.the.X, Y, Z.tristimulus.value.of.
the.reference white. Color.differences.are.given.as
. Δ Δ Δ ΔE L a bab
* [( *) ( *) ( *) ] ./= + +2 2 2 1 2 . (3.8)
In. practical. terms,. results. where.ΔEab





























































































Experiments.on.digital. reprographics.are.shown.by. the.curves.with. the.open.symbols,.













14 inch, 360 mm




Study A1 - 4x6'' prints
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Scan frequency (dpi)











from.Cost,.F..Pocket Guide to Digital Printing; Delmar.Publishers:.Albany,.NY,.1997.).in.digital.photography.(bot-
tom.chart,.adapted.from.Miller,.M.;.Segur,.R..Perceived.IQ.and.acceptability.of.photographic.prints.originating.
from.different.resolution.digital.capture.devices..Proceedings of IS&T Image Processing, Image Quality, Image Capture 
Systems (PICS) Conference, Savannah, GA,.1999;.131–137.and.Daniels,.C.M.,.Ptucha,.R.W.,.Schaefer,.L..The.necessary.
resolution.to.zoom.and.crop.hardcopy.images,.Proceedings of IS & T Image Processing. Image Quality, Image Capture 
Systems (PICS) conference,.Savannah,.Georgia,.143,.1999).and.related.HVS.contrast.sensitivity.(top.chart).reference.
values..(Adapted.from.Fairchild,.M.D..Color Appearance Models; Addison-Wesley:.Reading,.MA,.1998.)
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Matrix in pixels 4 × 4 3 × 3 4 × 4 6 × 6 5 × 5 8 × 8 6 × 6 10 × 10 12 × 12
Angle 45° 90° 90° 45° 90° 45° 90° 45° 45°
426 400 300 282 240 212 200 170 141
352 333 250 236 200 176 167 142 118
284 267 200 188 160 142 133 114 94
212 200 150 141 120 106 100 85 71
176 166 125 118 100 88 84 71 59
142 133 100 94 80 71 67 57 47
106 100 75 71 60 53 50 43 36
71 67 50 47 40 35 33 28 24
Expandedb 2x
Conventional 9 - A 10 - B 17 - B 19 - A 26 - B 33 - A§ 37 - B 51 - A 73 - A
17 - C 19 - D 33 - D 37 - C 51 - D 65 - C 73 - D 101 - C 145 - C




















Halftone dot, practice 


































Tooth Sinusoidal 0.10 C/mm
Error0.33 C/mm Error















ceived. on. a. statistical. basis.. Many. identical. patterns. repeated. throughout. a. document.




















Moving. to. the. three. right-hand. columns,. which. are. labeled. as. developable. exposure.
effects,. we. have. three. distinctly. different. frequency. bands.. The. nature. and. severity. of.
these.effects.depend. in.part.on.whether.we.are.using.a.“write.white”.or.“write.black”.
recording.system.and.on.the.contrast.or.gradient.of. the.recording.material..The.first.of.




in. the.overlap. region..Since.many.documents. that.are.being.created.with.a. laser.beam.
scanner.have.relatively.uniform.areas,.this.change.in.exposure.in.local.areas.gives.rise.to.
nonuniformities.in.the.appearance.in.the.output.image.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If. these. effects. occur. between. different. strokes. within. a. character. or. between. nearby.
characters,.the.overall.effect.is.a.change.in.the.local.darkness.of.text..The.eye.is.generally.


















and. character. distortion. depend. to. a. large. extent. upon. the. application.. In. addition. to.
application.sensitivity,.the.effects.that.are.developable.or.partially.developable.are.highly.





































of. which. can. result. from. the. scanner. errors. discussed. in. the. pages. above.. The. system.





. ΔE = ΔL*. (3.10)
For.Y/ Yn = R = 0.70..R.and.H.are.decimal.output.reflectance.and.normalized.exposure.val-
ues.respectively.(i.e.,.both.full.scale.of.1.and.a.minimum.of.zero).R.=.0.70.is.the.reflectance.




gain  =  1.0. assumption. shown. here. should. not. be. taken. for. granted.. The. reader. is. also.
reminded.that.these.results.are.for.purely.sinusoidal.errors.of.a.single.frequency.and.a.sin-
gle.color.and.that.actual.nonuniformities.occur.in.many.complex.spatial.and.color.forms.
3.4  CHARACTERIZATION OF INPUT SCANNERS THAT GENERATE 
MULTILEVEL GRAY SIGNALS (INCLUDING DIGITAL CAMERAS)
In.this.section.we.will.discuss.the.elementary.theory.of.performance.measurements.and.
various.algorithms.or.metrics.to.characterize.them,.the.scanner.factors.that.govern.each,.















0.02 0.04 0.1 0.2
c/mm








disturbance.. (Adapted. from.Goodman,.N.B..Perception.of. spatial. color.variation. caused.by.mass.variations.
about. single. separations.. Proceedings of IS&T’s NIP14: International Conference on Digital Printing Technologies, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 1998;.556–559.)
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sampled. images.. Originally. this. was. explored. as. analog. sampled. images. in. television,.












fessional.scanners.have.promoted.wide. interest. in. the.subject.of.characterizing.devices.
and. systems. that. produce. digital. images.. Also,. several. commercially. available. image.
analysis.packages.have.been.developed.for.general.image.analysis,.many.using.scanners.









3.4.1 Tone Reproduction and Large Area Systems Response
Unlike. many. other. imaging. systems,. where. logarithmic. response. (e.g.,. optical. density).












































































































































Face plate exposure (lux-sec)
2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00
Linear saturation output
FIGURE 3.24
Fundamental.electronic.response. to. light.of.a.sensor.used. in.scanners.and.cameras.showing.the. linear.and.
nonlinear.regions..(Reproduced.with.permission.of.the.publisher.from.Nakamura,.J..Image Sensors and Signal 
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light. coming. through. the. lens,. would. range. from. just. under. 1%. to. 5%. or. more. of. full.




























































height.of. the.image.peak.changes.but.not.the.width.of. its.spreading..This. is.a.practical.
definition.of.an.ideally.narrow.line.source..Under.these.conditions.we.would.say.that.the.


























One.cycle. is.equivalent. to.a. shift.of.one.complete.pixel..The.results.are. then.combined.
in.an. interleaved. fashion,.and.a.better.estimate.of. the. line.spread.function. is.obtained..
(This.is.tantamount.to.increasing.the.sampling.resolution,.taking.advantage.of.the.one-
dimensional.nature.of.the.test.pattern.).This.is.done.by.plotting.the.recorded.intensity.for.











often.found.to.be.difficult.and.cumbersome..The.use.of.an.optical transfer function (OTF).
is. considered. to. have. many. practical. advantages. from. both. the. testing. and. theoretical.
points.of.view..The.OTF.is.the.Fourier.transform.of.the.line.spread.function..This.function.






































































g f g f g f g f
R f R
( )
[ ( ) ( )]/[ ( ) ( )]
[ ( )
max min max min
max m
=
− ʹ − ʹ ʹ + ʹ
− in max min( )]/[ ( ) ( )]f R f R f+ .
(3.13)
















for.many. scan. lines. for. each. separate. frequency.. These.modulation. ratios,.plotted. on.a.
frequency-by-frequency. basis,. describe. the. MTF.. For. square-wave. input,. the. input. and.
output.signals.must.be.Fourier.transformed.into.their.spatial.frequency.representations.
and.only.the.amplitudes.of.the.fundamental.frequencies.used.in.Equation.3.17..Schade103.










correcting. the.output.of.an.MTF.analysis. (i.e.,.using.g′ in.Equation.3.17). for. the.case.of.
nonlinearity. with. offset.. Here. the. maximum. and. minimum. values. for. the. sine. waves.
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lines.up.at. the.midpoint.between.each.peak.and.valley.of. the. sinusoidal. image. (phase.
shifted.90°.relative.to.the.first.position),.each.data.point.will.be.the.same,.and.no.modula-
tion.whatever.results.(point.B)..There.is.no.right.or.wrong.answer.to.the.question.of.which.









































measurements. in. which. some. analog. shifts. in. signal. level. are. introduced. to. cause. the.
quantization. levels. to. appear. in. steps. between. the. previous. discrete. digital. levels. and.













for typical input scanner
0
.1 .2 .3 .4
Normalized frequency
Fractions of sampling frequency ( fS)
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It. is.not.possible.with.most.passive. imaging.systems. to. create.amplification.at. selected.
frequencies..The.use.of.electronic.enhancement,.however,.can.impart.such.an.amplified.
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3.5  EVALUATING BINARY, THRESHOLDED, 
SCANNED IMAGING SYSTEMS




































3.5.2  General Principles of Threshold Imaging Tone 






















































tance. at. which. an. average. threshold. is. set.. A. unit. called. Gray. Wedge. Noise. =. GWN.=.
(T1 −.T2).can.be.set.here.where.T2.and.T1.the.transmittances.at.a.fixed.probability.of.finding.
a.minimal.or.maximum.response.(such.as.95%.white.or.black).




that.the.system.can.detect?.(2).Discriminability of fine detail: what.is.the.finest,.most.complex.
small. structure.or.fine. texture. that. the.system.can.handle. (legibility,. resolving.power)?.




























in. the. earlier. edition. (Reference. 53). including. unusual. and. non-intuitive. sampling. pat-
terns. that. may. arise,. pseudo-. or. spurious. resolution. (Reference. 121). and. gray. in. white.
spaces.between.bars.in.well-resolved.image.that.is.caused.by.light.scattering.in.test.target.
substrates71–73.and.may.change.expected.thresholding.results.
Binary. imaging. systems. have. extremely. powerful. contrast. enhancement. properties.
under.the.right.circumstances..Selecting.exactly.the.right.threshold,.one.between.the.light.
and.dark.part.of.a.resolving.power.image,.amplifies.a.1%.or.2%.modulation.of.the.optical.
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Plots. of. line. width. detectability,. fidelity,. and. resolving. power. as. functions. of. threshold. setting. in. a. binary.















(not. shown),.which.are. simply. larger.arrays.of. the.Ealing. test.pattern. (g).which. shows.











































































wedge.as.described.above.in.Section.3.5.2,.which.has.led.to.the.gray wedge metric 
for noise.































































































This. is. the. binary. situation. where. a. gray. signal. is. created. by. a. gray. scanner. and. then.
converted.to.a.binary.halftone.signal.via.processing.in.order.to.print.on.a.binary.render-









































































is.sometimes.referred.to.as.aperture filtered granularity measurement.



















input. scanner.. These. concepts. can. be. extended. to. an. entire. imaging. system. with. little.
modification.if.the.subsequent.imaging.modules,.such.as.a.laser.beam.scanner,.provide.
gray.output.writing.capability.and.generate.no.significant.sampling.or.image.conversion.














3.6.1 Basic Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The.simplest.of.all.signal-to-noise.measures.is.the.ratio.of.the.mean.signal.level.S(0).to.the.
































































































































through. the. concepts. of. the. threshold. quality. factor128. and. area. under. the. MTF. curve.
(MTFA).129,130. These. concepts. were. originally. developed. for. conventional. photographic.
systems. used. in. military. photo-interpretation. tasks.128. They. have. been. generalized. to.














tion. as. defined. above,. and. fcx and. fcy are. the. two-dimensional. “crossover”. frequencies.
equivalent.to.fc.shown.in.Figure.3.39.


































. 1 1/ ( ) exp( ) exp( )M w aw bw c bwt = − + . (3.21)
where
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tem. modulation. transfer. acutance. (SMT. acutance). by. Crane139. and. an. improvement. by.









SQF d log d log= ( ) ( ) ( )
==
∫∫ S f f f fx y x yff yx , ... 10 10
22




















65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100
Calculated SQRI values (jnd)
105 110 115 120 125 130 135
Display size = 0.48




different. sizes,.as. indicated,. illustrating. the.good.fit.. (Adapted. from.Barten,.P.G.J..The.Square.Root. Integral.
(SQRI):.A.new.metric.to.describe.the.effect.of.various.display.parameters.on.perceived.image.quality..Proceedings 














granularity. into. their. algorithms.. Granger141. discusses. some. effects. of. granularity. and.
digital. structure. in. the.context.of. the.SQF.model,.but.calls. for.more.extensive.study.of.
these.topics.before.incorporating.them.into.the.model.


























Avg. Preference = 8.8 Color Rendition + 5.5 MicroUniformity
+ 4.4 Effective Resolution + 3.5 MacroUniformity






tomer. preference. have. been. developed. in. many. different. imaging. environments. some.
tackling.huge.lists.of.variables.144
Portrait IQ rating 393 1 of red 1 5.2= × ( )−0 0 008. * %C
+ × − × 69 51 exp 125 graininess of cyan 6. ( . %)0 0
− × − 173 of 1  Neutral Solid  3 5 20 000 0 0 00. ( . . )H
− × −( ) 4 9  of blue 1   4 9 20 0 0 0. * % .C
. ( . )+ × − × 47 7 exp 766 graininess of skin color0 0
− × −( ) 197 of blue 4 23 5 20 0 0. * % .C

































0–10 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60
FIGURE 3.42
Illustration.of.the.multivariate.nature.of.a.typical.image.quality.model.showing.relationship.between.scaled.
image.quality.preference.and. two.of. several.variables:. color. rendition.and.microuniformity.. (Adapted. from.
Natale-Hoffman,.K.;.Dalai,.E.;.Rasmussen,.R.;.Sato,.M..Proceedings of IS&T Image Processing, Image Quality, Image 




H a= −1 2log
probability of density message  being correct
pro
“ ”









































where. the.numerator. is.set.equal. to.p, the.probability. that.a.detected. level.within.a.set.























where.k was.set.to.± 3.(= 6),.leading.to.p = 0.997.(~1);.L is.the.density.range.of.the.imaging.
material.





















































. H N pMi =  log2( ). (3.29)
where.N is.the.number.of.independent.information.storage.cells.per.unit.area..It.may.be.





































































where.Φi.( f). . is.the.Wiener.spectrum.of.the.input.scene.or.document.and.MTF( f).is.the.
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Lacking. a. good. model. for. the. visual. system’s. adaptation. to. higher. frequencies. as.
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where. we. retain. the. one-dimensional. frequency. description. used. for. simplicity. by. the.






















































of. the. International. Telephone. and. Telegraph),. now. ITU-T,. the. Telecommunication.




























































3.7.2 Nonlinear Enhancement and Restoration of Digital Images
The. characteristics. of. a. scanned. image. may. be. altered. in. nonlinear. ways. to. enable. its.
portability.between.output.devices.of.different.resolutions.while.maintaining.image.qual-
ity.and.consistency.of.appearance..This.may.also.be.done.to.improve.quality.by.reduc-




by. Loce. and. Dougherty.55. Many.of. the. techniques. fall. in. the. domain. of. morphological.
image.processing,3,169.which.treats.images.as.collections.of.well-defined.shapes.and.oper-


















































When.the. individual.pulses.are.blurred.and.developed.by. the.marking.process,. they.
will.tend.to.merge.into.the.body.of.the.letter,.both.physically.and.visually,.to.produce.even.























to.automate. the.management.of.accurate.or.pleasing. (not. the.same).color.reproduction..
This.in.turn.has.meant.automating.or.at.least.standardizing.and.carefully.controlling.the.
objective.measurement.of. the. color.performance.of. the.many. input,.output,. and. image.
manipulation.devices.and.a.variety.of.methods.for.insuring.consistency.6,14







































run.show.Δ =∗Eab 3 0. .and.for.offset.Δ =
∗Eab 5 5. ,.(i.e.,.the.range.for.90%.of.images).while.they.
report.for.input scanners Δ =∗Eab 0 4. ..They.also.report.that.the.use.of.color.management.and.
ICC. profiles. improved. system. results. from.Δ =∗Eab 9. down. to. 5,. and. suggest. in. general,.
with.good.processes,.that.this.is.inherently.as.good.as.one.can.achieve..Similarly,.Chung.






3.8  PSYCHOMETRIC MEASUREMENT METHODS 
USED TO EVALUATE IMAGE QUALITY
3.8.1  Relationships between Psychophysics, Customer 








































numbers. of. observers,. from. a. few. to. several. dozen,. are. often. deemed. adequate.. These.

























































scales. are. developed.. They. show. the. probability. of. detection. compared. to. the. physical.
attribute(s).of.the.image.samples.or.the.observation.variables..One.may.wish.to.compare.
readily.visible.signals,.such.as.images.of.well-resolved.lines,.trying.to.distinguish.when.







easily. controlled. electronic. display. experiment. for. one. in. which. the. imaging. media. is.
identical.to.the.actual.images.of.interest.(e.g.,.photographic.transparencies.viewed.by.pro-
















































































































 1. Paired Comparison for Ratio:.Paired.comparisons.reduced.to.an.interval.scale.that.is.
fairly.precise.and.transformed.to.accommodate.a.separate.ratio.technique.(accu-
rate.but.less.precise).to.set.a.zero..This.gives.a.highly.precise.ratio.scale.197
. 2..Paired Comparison Plus Category:.The.quality.of.each.paired.comparison.is.evalu-
ated.by.the.observer,.using.something.like.a.Likert.scale.below..A.seven-level.scale.
from.strongly.prefer.“left”.(e.g.,.+3).to.strongly.prefer.“right”.(e.g.,.−3).is.used.206


























In. detection. experiments. it. is. often. desired. to. know. if. two. scanned. images,. which.
gave.two.different.percentages.of.observers.who.saw.a.defect.or.an.attribute,.are.signifi-
cantly.different.from.each.other.(market.researchers.call.such.experiments.sampling.for.
attributes).. This. involves. computing. confidence. intervals. for. proportions. and. therefore.
estimating.standard.errors. for.proportions,.a.procedure. less.commonly.encountered. in.
engineering.. If.p.=. the. fraction.of.observers. detecting.an.attribute,.q.=. the. fraction.not.
detecting.an.attribute.(note.p + q =.1.0).and.n.=.number.of.observers,.assuming.n.is.a.very.
small.fraction.of.the.population.being.sampled,.then.the.standard.error.for.proportions.is
.















































3.9 REFERENCE DATA AND CHARTS
The.following.pages.are.a.collection.of.charts,.graphs,.nomograms,.and.reference.tables,.














P % Confidence n = 4 n = 8 n = 20 n = 100 n = 500
0.99 95 0.10 0.07 0.04 0.02 0.01
80 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.01 . 0.005
0.95 95 0.21 0.15 0.10 0.04 0.02
80 0.13 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.01
0.90 95 0.29 0.21 0.13 0.06 0.03
80 0.17 0.12 0.08 0.04 0.02
0.80 95 0.39 0.28 0.18 0.08 0.03
80 0.23 0.17 0.11 0.05 0.02
0.60 95 0.48 0.34 0.22 0.10 0.04
80 0.31 0.21 0.13 0.06 0.02
0.50 95 0.49 0.35 0.22 0.10 0.04














ISO.12233.reflection. test.chart. for. testing.digital. still. cameras.which. is.also.well. suited.
to. testing. flat. platen. scanners. for. detail. rendition. and. resolving. power.. Figure. 3.48b. is.
a.monochrome. test.pattern.suited. for.measuring.pictorial.monochrome.scanners.using.
















































































300 350 400 450 500 550
Wavelength














Density %Y L* Density Y L*
0 100 100 1.4 3.98 23.61
0.05 . 89.1 . 95.62 1.5 3.16 20.67
0.1 . 79.4 . 91.41 1.6 2.51 17.96
0.15 . 70.8 . 87.39 1.7 2 15.49
0.2 . 63.1 . 83.49 1.8 1.58 13.11
0.25  56.2 . 79.73 1.9 1.26 10.99
0.3 . 50.1 . 76.13 2 1 . 8.99
0.4 . 39.8 . 69.33 2.2 0.631 . 5.7
0.5 . 31.6 . 63.01 2.4 0.398 . 3.59
0.6 . 25.1 . 57.17 2.6 0.251 . 2.27
0.7 . 20 . 51.84 2.8 0.158 . 1.43
0.735 . 18.4 . 50 3 0.1 . 0.9
0.8 . 15.8 . 46.71 3.2 0.063 . 0.57
0.9 . 12.6 . 42.15 3.4 0.04 . 0.36
1 . 10 . 37.84 3.6 0.025 . 0.23
1.1 . . 7.94 . 33.86 3.8 0.016 . 0.14
1.2 . . 6.31 . 30.18 4 0.01 . 0.09











Neutral tone scale patches
Slanted edges (for MTF)
Near 45° edges 
Bars of
0.1 to 1.0 mm
width
Non-slanted square waves 
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Neutral step tablet in increments
of approx. 4L* at C* = 0
Standards, user, manufacturer information










Each patch at the same amount

























Continuous tone grey wedges
48 step density tablet in ~equal
visual steps to density 1.71
15 level step tablet from
density 0.06 to 1.94 and
uniformity test (across page)
High quality continuous tone
photographs
Label - IEEE Std 167A.2 - 1996
Scales for geometric characteristics
(Skew, registration, magnification etc.)
Radial resolution targets: Pestrecov
Star, fans labeled in lines/inch, µm’s
Alternating B&W lines at 150 (3°), 200
(2°) and 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 600 lpi
ISO character (hexag.) line patterns
Line width tapers and arrays
(20 µm to 800 µm) Note tilted lines
Halftone Patches at 65, 120 l/in.
NITS resolving power charts:
5 bars/freq., 1.4 - 18 c/mm
Various type styles and sizes
(2 - 12 point) English
Various type styles - non English
Full page diagonal line (pitch errors)























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































where.a =.π/c,.and.c = width.of.Gaussian.spread.function.S(r) of.the.form
. S r c e c e
c r c x y( ) ( )= =− − +2 22 2
2 2 2 2 2
. (3.39)
where.r = radius.such.that.r2.=.x2.+.y2; all.are.in.mm2.
Figure.3.53.is.the.MTF.of.a.diffraction-limited.lens,.where
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N = Frequency in c/mm






































where N = frequency in c/mm
l = wavelength in mm




































The. closing. reference,. Table. 3.9,. is. a. chart. showing. a. very sparse. cross. section. of.















Typical ISO 64 color Slide Film [1]
ISO 3200 B&W film [2]
Typical B&W ISO 200 [3]
























c/degree of visual angle
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and. design. approaches. is. reviewed.. The. final. section. covers. system. image. defects. and.
methods.used.to.compensate.for.these.defects.in.a.scanning.system.
4.2 TYPES OF SCANNING MIRRORS











































































































Plastic. is.used. in.applications.where.cost. is. the.primary.concern.and.performance. is.
good. enough. for. the. application.. An. example. is. in. the. hand-held. barcode. market. and.


















e w m R m r
=
− + + −( . ) [( ) ( ) ]7 6 3 12 2 1 .
(4.1)
where.B = maximum.safe.speed.(rpm),.S = yield.strength.(lb/in2),.w = weight.of.material.
(lb/in3),.R = outer.tip.radius.(in),.r = inner.bore.radius.(in),.and.m = Poisson’s.ratio..This.
formula.does.not.have.a.margin.of.safety,.so.it.would.be.wise.to.consider.this.and.back.off.
the.results.by.an.appropriate.margin.




































4.4.2 Single Point Diamond Turning
Single.point.diamond.machining.is.a.process.of.material.removal.using.a.finely.sharpened.
single-crystal.diamond-cutting.tool..Diamond.machining.centers.are.available.in.the.form.





since. it. can.be.automated.and. the.process. time. is.a.small. fraction.of. the. time.required.



















There. is. also. a. difference. in. the. type. of. scatter. produced. by. the. two. surface. types..
Polished.surfaces.tend.to.produce.lambertian.scatter.pattern.which.has.a.large.wide-angle.





















4.5.1 Facet-to-Facet Angle Variance
The. definition. of. facet-to-facet. angle. variance. (Δ). is. the. variation. in. the. angle. between.
the.normals.(y).of.the.adjacent.facets.on.the.polygon.(Figure.4.10)..This.variation.in.angle.
causes.timing.errors.from.one.facet.to.the.next.as.the.polygon.rotates..Typical.values.for.
this.angle.range. from.±5.arc.s. to.±30.arc.s..Most.scanning.systems.are.not.sensitive. to.
errors.in.this.range.because.of.the.use.of.start.of.scan.sensors.and/or.encoders.
This,. as. well. as. all. other. angular. tolerances,. is. a. mechanical. measure.. The. system.
























































































4.5.6 Surface Quality and Scatter
Ideally.a.reflective.optical.surface.will.reflect.all.of.the.incident.light.without.introducing.









dig. specification. must. be. supplemented. with. an. additional. measure. of. surface. quality.



































































































Reflectance. uniformity. both. within. a. facet. and. facet-to-facet. is. an. important. poly-
gon.specification..The.reflectance.uniformity.can.impact.the.accuracy.of.written.or.read.






















surface.preparation.and.quality. level. to. the.polygon..This.means. that.diamond. turned.







Reflectometers. are. useful. for. determining. performance. at. one. specific. wavelength. but.
cannot.provide.broadband.information.
4.7 MOTORS AND BEARING SYSTEMS



















Pneumatic. drives. are. only. recommended. for. short. duty. cycles. and. where. ultra-high.
speed.is.essential.


































































limitations. that. limit. their.application..They.are.not.well. suited. to.dirty.environments..























































































frequency. (speed. stability). components.. The. high-frequency. components. range. from.
pixel-to-pixel. to. once. per. revolution.. The. low-frequency. components. are. over. multiple.
revolutions..There.are.many.elements.of.the.scanner.system.that.contribute.to.either.jitter.
or.speed.stability.errors..These.contributing.elements.are.shown.in.Table.4.1.



























Another. important. scanner. parameter. is. the. perpendicularity. of. the. rotation. axis. to.







































4.9 SCANNER COST DRIVERS
Polygonal.scanners.can.range.from.low-cost,.easy-to-manufacture.units,.to.high-cost.state-





























lowest. cost. option. is. a. simple. aluminum. coating. with. a. silicon. monoxide. overcoat.. As.
the. reflectivity. specifications. get. higher,. more. dielectric. layers. are. needed. to. enhance.








instability.. Aerostatic. scanners. are. costly. and. require. support. equipment,. but. offer. the.
ultimate.in.scanning.performance.
The.bearing.choice.in.the.speed.range.of.4000–20,000.rpm.includes.ball.bearings,.aero-

















driver,. so. it. is. recommended. that.you.review.your.actual.needs.carefully. to.obtain. the.
most.cost-effective.design.
4.10 SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS









































































































Post-objective. scanning. finds. application. in. very. high-resolution. systems. requiring.















































































































































































































second.axis.must.be. specified. to. the. same. level.of. requirements.as. the. scanner.device..
Velocity.errors.in.this.second.axis.directly.impact.the.banding.in.the.image.
This.section.has.shown.that.there.are.a.variety.of.sources.of.banding..Care.must.be.taken.






























4.12.3 Scatter and Ghost Images








As.mentioned.earlier. in. the. chapter,. the.polygon. surface. can. contribute. to. scatter.. In.
extremely.sensitive.applications.a.diamond.turned.surface.may.produce.too.much.scatter..
This. type.of.surface.also.produces.a. large.percentage.of.near.angle.scatter. that. is.diffi-
cult.to.baffle..A.conventionally.polished.polygon.produces.wide-angle.scatter.and.a.much.
lower.magnitude.of.total.integrated.scatter.































































This. chapter. has. covered. the. components,. performance. characteristics,. and. design.
approaches.for.polygonal.scanners.and.systems.based.on.these.scanners..This.technology.













. 1.. Oberg,.E..Machinery’s Handbook, 23rd.Ed;.Industrial.Press:.New.York,.1988;.196.
. 2.. Bennett,. J.M.;.Mattsson,.L..Introduction to Surface Roughness and Scattering; Optical.Society.of.
America:.Washington,.DC,.1989;.50–52.









polygon).and.the.jitter..In.Beam Deflection and Scanning Technologies; Marshall,.G.F.,.Beiser,.L.,.
Eds;.Proc. SPIE 1454;.1991;.46–59.





































































in. today’s. polygonal. scanners. through. the. discussion. of. specific. applications.. In. addi-
tion,.motor.characteristics,.control.techniques,.and.system.models.are.presented.to.aid.the.
.optomechanical.engineer.in.understanding.these.critical.areas.of.scanning.system.design.








In.general,. three. types.of.scanner.mirror.configurations.are.popularly.utilized. in.colli-





The. three. most. utilized. scanner. beam. deflector. configurations. are. the. regular. poly-
gon,.pyramidal,.and.the.single-faceted.cantilever.design..The.regular.polygonal.scanner.
is..generally.the.most.popular.with.system.designers.and.can.be.utilized.with.either.the.


















Another. difference. with. regard. to. the. polygon. is. that. the. convergent-beam. .bundle.
(Figure  5.2). uses. less. area. of. the. facet. than. the. collimated. configuration.. However,.
.maximum..utilization.of.the.facet.area.is.desirable.because.the.facet.surface.flatness.irregu-
larities.tend.to.be.averaged.out,.and.therefore,.minimize.modulation.of.the.exiting-beam.


























5.2.2 Polygon Rotation and Scan Angle Relationship
At. this. point,. it. is. noteworthy. to. realize. the. relation. between. the. facet. angle. and. scan.
angle..The.facet.angle.is.defined.as.360°/N (N = number.of.facets)..The.optical.scan.angle.
may.be.expressed.as:
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video. or. digital. signal.. Line-to-line. scan. is. accomplished. by. moving. the. photographic.
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film. at. constant. velocity. and. recording. a. continuous. corridor. of. data. limited. only. by.


















The. system. resolution. requirements. are. defined. at. the. film. plane. since. all. optical,.



































The. polygon. specification. is. determined. and. driven. by. the. form,. fit,. and. functional.
.performances. set. by. the. optical. requirements. of. the. system.. At. this. point,. the. optical.
.engineer. must. optimize. the. design. of. the. optical. elements,. which. includes. specifying.
the.polygon.type,.facet.number,.facet.width.and.height,. inscribed.diameter.of.the.poly-
gon,. facet.flatness.and.reflectance,.and.rotating.speed..Owing.to. the. interactions.of. the.
specifications.and.the.high-accuracy.requirements,.the.spinner.is.addressed.as.a.scanner.
sub.system. to. allow. the. scanner. designer. to. make. trade-off. decisions. within. the. limits.
imposed.by.the.optical.and.system.performance.requirements.
The.scanner.subsystem.in.our.film.recorder.example.consists.of.a.one-piece.beryllium.






5.3.3 Scanner Specification Tolerances

















Source:. Marshall,. G.F.;. Rynkowski,. G.A.. Eds.. Optical 
Scanning;.Marcel.Dekker,.Inc.:.New.York,.1991.
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Source:. Marshall,. G.F.;. Rynkowski,. G.A.. Eds..










































be. homogeneous.. If. the. rotor. is. of. a. complex. mechanical. configuration. and. consists. of.
laminations.and.windings,.the.assembly.may.not.maintain.a.precision.balance.(less.than.
20. μin-oz). when. operating. at. high. speeds.. Additionally,. thermal. expansion. and. high.
TABLE 5.4
Scanner.Performance.Comparison




































The. operation. of. a. hysteresis. synchronous. motor. relies. on. the. magnetic. hysteresis.




The. sinusoidal. current. is. shown. to. increase. from. zero,. along. the. initial. magnetiza-
tion.curve,.to.point.(a),.thereby.magnetizing.the.material.to.a.corresponding.flux.level.at.
the.peak.of.the.sinusoid..As.the.current.decreases.to.zero,.the.rotor.remains.magnetized.







































































































Change in speed (rad/s) =± A Wp n








































cially. in.air.bearing.designs..The.primary.source.of.rotor.eddy.current. losses. is. from.
the.spurious.flux.changes.that.occur.as.the.rotor.passes.the.stator.slots..These.parasitic.




































In. summary,. AC. hysteresis-synchronous. motors. were. a. natural. choice. in. early. poly-
gon.scanners,.especially.for.high-speed.applications..Simplicity.of.construction.and.reli-





this. type.of.motor..This. required. increase. in.control. complexity.paved. the.way. for. the.
entry.of.DC.brushless.motors.for.precision.scanning.applications.





meaning. that. the. torque.produced.by. the.motor. is. in.direct.proportion. to. the.applied.
current.
The.elimination.of.brushes.and.commutating.bars.provides.reduced.electromagnetic.
interference,. higher. operating. speeds. and. reliability,. with. no. brush. material. debris.
from.brush.wear..The.commutating.switching.function.is.accomplished.by.using.mag-
netic. or. optical. rotor. position. sensors. that. control. the. electronic. commutating. logic.
switching.sequence.. In.actual.operation,.a.DC.current. is.applied. to. the.stator.wind-






tive. force. (BEMF). generates. a. voltage. equal. to. the. stator. supply. voltage. minus. the. DC.
winding. resistance. voltage. drop.. At. this. point,. the. rotor. speed. reaches. an. equilibrium.
level.as.determined.by.the.BEMF.motor.constant.
















applied. between. two. motor. leads.. With. constant. current. drive,. the. torque. waveform.
.follows. the.shape.of. the.BEMF.voltage.waveform.generated.at.any. two.motor.winding.
leads..The.frequency.of.the.BEMF.voltage.waveform.is.equal.to.the.number.of.pole.pairs.








The. commutation. angle. is. defined. as. the. angle. the. rotor. must. rotate. through. before.
































































Three-phase. motor. torque. and. commutation. points.. (From. Axsys. Technologies. Motion. Control. Products.











CA,.Brushless Motor Sourcebook; Axsys:.San.Diego,.CA,.1998..With.permission.)
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The. torque. developed. by. the. brushless. DC. motor. is. proportional. to. the. input. current.
such that:
. T IK= T  
where.KT.=.the.torque.sensitivity.(oz-in/A).
Solving.for.I.and.substituting.into.Equation.5.2.yields:

























speed.may.be.obtained.by.substituting.T = 0 into.Equation.5.4:
.












































most. commonly. used. system. because. it. results. in. the. most. efficient. use. of. the. elec-
tronics..Two.switches.per.phase.(winding).terminal.are.required.for.the.switch.mode.


































it. provides. greater. motor. efficiency. when. used. in. conjunction. with. brushless. motors.
designed.to.generate.a.trapezoidal.torque.waveform.
5.4.3.4  Commutation Sensor Timing and Alignment
A. brushless. DC. motor. duplicates. the. performance. characteristics. of. a. DC. motor. only.
when. its. windings. are. properly. commutated,. which. means. that. the. winding. currents.







































erally. less. than.what.can.be.expected. for. the.hysteresis.motors..However,.DC.brushless.
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machine. winding. of. the. coils,. and. the. inexpensive. ring. magnet. rotor,. account. for. the.
low.manufacturing.cost.of. this. rugged.and.reliable.motor..The. rotor.magnet. is. further.
strengthened.by.an.outer.stainless.steel.sleeve.






























































Three-phase. motor. commutation. logic. and. excitation.. (From. Axsys. Technologies. Motion. Control. Products.






























Brushless.DC.motor.configurations.. (a). inner.rotor.brushless.DC.motor;. (b).outer.rotor.brushless.DC.motor..
(From.Axsys.Technologies.Motion.Control.Products.Division,.San.Diego,.CA,.Brushless Motor Sourcebook; Axsys:.
San.Diego,.CA,.1998..With.permission.)
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In.our.film.recorder.example. (Figure.5.9),. speed.control. is. required.for.accurate.pixel.
positioning,.repeatability,.and.linearity,.as.well.as.line-to-line.pixel.registration.and.syn-






Optical.encoders.are.well. suited. to. the. task.of.generating.accurately. timed.and.posi-















5.5.1 AC Synchronous Motor Control
Velocity. control. of. the. hysteresis. synchronous. motor. is. intrinsic. to. its. design,. that. is,.
the  long-term. speed. is. as. accurate. as. the. applied. frequency.. With. reference. to. Figure.












in.value,.and. is.useful. in.determining.whether. the.motor.speed. is. too.high.or. too. low..
Assuming.that.the.motor.has.reached.synchronous.speed,.the.tachometer.frequency.will.
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torque. sensitivity. (oz-in/Amp);. KB = motor. BEMF. constant. (Volts/radian/s);. JM. =. motor.
moment.of. inertia.(oz-in/s2);.JL.=. load.moment.of. inertia.(oz-in/s2);.TF.+.TL.=.sum.of.the.
.friction.and.load.torque.(oz-in);.and.F =.motor.damping.coefficient.
As. the. control. system. is. turned. on,. the. error. signal. is. power. amplified,. causing. the.
motor.to.accelerate.to.a.speed.at.which.fT.exceeds.(overshoots).fR..At.this.point,.the.error.



























































5.6.1 Military Vehicle Thermal Imager Scanner
Pictured.in.Figure.5.27.is.a.small.12-facet.polygon.scanner.that.is.designed.for.a.military.
vehicle. thermal.camera.system..This.compact.ball.bearing.scanner.operates.at.600.rpm.
and.serves. to.generate. the.field. scan. function. in. conjunction.with.an. infrared.detector.





















as.described. in.detail. in. the.previous. sections..At. the.operating. speed.of. 600. rpm,. the.
3000.line.optical.encoder.produces.a.tachometer.frequency.of.30.KHz,.which.is.compared.







5.6.2 Battery-Powered Thermal Imager Scanner
The.polygon.scanning.system.pictured.in.Figure.5.29.was.designed.for.a.compact,.low-cost,.

















































































The. phase-lock. loop. control. system. was. optimized. to. maintain. phase. lock. of. the.
encoder. tachometer. with. the. synchronization. reference. under. the. influence. of. base.
motion.disturbances.and.thereby.prevent.the.loss.of.the.image.produced.by.the.camera.











were. replaced. with. industrial. quality. devices.. Performance. and. environmental. specifi-
cations. for. the.scanner.were.met.with. the.plastic-packaged. industrial. ICs,.and.the.part.
obsolescence.issues.were.solved.that.appear.with.ever.greater.frequency.in.the.electronic.
components.world.






























cost.circuit. card,.which.measures.4.×.8. in..A.great.deal.of.flexibility.has.been. incor-
porated. into. this. low-cost. controller. design. so. that. many. scanning. applications. can.
be.readily.accommodated.without.the.need.for.circuit.modifications..Various.encoder.
resolutions.and.reference.frequencies.may.be.accommodated.by.setting. jumpers. that.




























fR. and. fT. are. exactly. the. same,. as. discussed. previously. and. shown. in. Figure. 5.23..





Another.useful. innovation.developed. in. the.quest. to.provide. the.best.possible. speed.
regulation.is.the.synchronization.of.the.PWM.oscillator.with.the.phase.detector.reference.
frequency..The.synchronization.of.these.two.frequencies.ensures.that.the.noise.generated.









































































The. availability. of. low-cost. brushless. DC. motors. and. drivers. has. made. a. significant.




































































2.. Speedring. Systems. Group.. “Ultra. precise. bearings. for. high. speed. use,”. 102–1;. “Gas. bearing.




4..Lloyd,.T.C..Electric Motors and Their Applications; Wiley:.New.York,.1969.














































rotating.a. reflective,.or.holographic,.optic. remains. the.same..The.optic.must.be. rotated.
around.a.defined.axis.with.a.high.degree.of.repeatability,.and.within.a.specified.speed.
stability..These.requirements.will.define,.in.the.broadest.sense,.the.type.of.bearings.to.be.









































use. of. gas-lubricated,. and. more. specifically. air-lubricated,. bearings. has. become. wide-























for. a. rotary. scanner. based. on. rotational. accuracy,. maximum. speed. capability,. relative.
price,.and.lifetime.
From.Figure.6.1,.it.is.clear.that.for.most.high-accuracy.scanner.applications,.air.bearing.











The. concept. of. using. a. gas. as. a. lubricant. is. a. logical. derivative. of. the. study. of. hydro-
dynamic. fluid. film. bearings.. Analytical. work. on. the. characteristics. of. a. gas-lubricated.


















Accuracy.of.rotation Excellent Excellent Good Good Fair
Speed:.<1000.rpm Poor Excellent Excellent Good Fair
. . . . 1000–30,000.rpm Excellent Excellent Fair Good Good
. . . >30,000.rpm Excellent Excellent Poor Excellent Poor
Low.vibration Excellent Excellent Excellent Excellent Fair
Shock.resistance Fair Good Excellent Good Good
Frequent.stop/starts Good Excellent Excellent Excellent Good
Low.starting.torque Fair Excellent Good Excellent Good
Long.lifetime.(>20,000.h) Good Excellent Excellent Excellent Poor
Wide.temperature.range Good Excellent Fair Excellent Fair
Contamination.to.
surroundings
Excellent Good Poor Excellent Poor
Resistance.to.dust.ingress Fair Excellent Good Good Good
High.axial/radial.loads Fair Good Excellent Good Excellent
High.axial/radial.stiffness Fair Excellent Excellent Good Good
Small.space.envelope Good Fair Good Fair Excellent
Low.heat.generation Good Good Poor Excellent Good
Run.in.partial.vacuum Poor Fair Fair Excellent Fair




















































































b aLoss = −



































































































































































The.standard.equation. for.expressing. the.radial. load.capacity.of.an.aerostatic. journal.
bearing.is:
. Load L s aW C P P L D= − ×( )
where.Ps = supply.pressure,.Pa.=.ambient.pressure,.L = bearing.length,.D =.bearing.diam-
eter,.and.CL.=.dimensionless. load.coefficient..The. load.coefficient.CL. is.affected.by.sev-








































































































































































































P P b a
b a
=
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where.Pd.= downstream.pressure,.Pa.=.ambient.pressure,.b = outside.radius.of.plate,.and.
a = inside.radius.of.plate..Estimation.of.the.downstream.pressure.Pd is.based.on.a.num-
ber.of.factors,.which.are.beyond.the.scope.of.this.chapter.(see.Reference.5)..Again,.with.
reference.to.Figure.6.11a,.it.can.be.seen.that.the.maximum.load.capacity.of.an.opposed.






























































































Speed : 5000–7500 rpm
Shaft dia : 32 mm
Air supply pressure : 5 Bar g






















spread,. replacing. ball. bearing. or. aerostatic. bearing. assemblies. in. this. market.. In. gen-
eral,. machining. tolerances. are. much. smaller. for. aerodynamic. bearings. and. it. is. only.
with.the.recent.advent.of.higher.precision.computer.numerical.control.(CNC).machines.















































































































The. compressibility. number. from. Equation. 6.3. can. still. be. used. and. from. using. the.
appropriate.graphs7.the.optimized.geometry.can.be.deduced.

































































































































For. many. applications. today,. a. monogon. optic. design. is. required,. which. by. its. very.
























Speed : 5000 rpm
Polygon size : 126 mm a/f
































Speed : 30,000 rpm
Optic dia : 14 mm




but. to. achieve. significant. hybrid. performance,. the. bearing. clearance. must. be. kept. to. a.
minimum.
By. utilizing. the. Raimondi. curves,. as. mentioned. previously. for. aerodynamic. perfor-
mance,.the.additional.load.capacity.can.be.calculated.and.summated.into.the.aerostatic.
load.capacity.calculations..From.Figure.6.25,.the.improvement.can.be.seen.in.the.radial.




6.4.6 Bearing and Shaft Dynamics
Whichever.gas.bearing.system.is.selected,.certain.bearing.and.shaft.dynamics.have.to.be.








































































centerline.at.a. frequency.equal. to.half. its. rotational. speed..The.shaft. increases. its.orbit.






























































































































































6.4.7.1.3 Monogon optic bonding
With.the.recent.demands.for.higher.speeds.with.larger.optics,.the.process.of.bonding.the.









































1. 50Be + 01
1. 400e + 01
1. 300e + 01
1. 200e + 01
1. 100e + 01
1. 000e + 01
9. 000e + 00
8. 000e + 00
7. 000e + 00
6. 000e + 00
5. 000e + 00
4. 000e + 00
3. 000e + 00
2. 000e + 00
1. 000e + 00
0. 000e + 00







































































The.strength.of. the.glass.disc.can.also.be.a. limiting.factor. to.the.maximum.speed.of.
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Owing. to. the. compact. design. of. ball. bearings,. a. variety. of. bearing. configurations. can.
be.used.in.scanner.designs..Polygons.can.be.center.mounted,.overhung,.or.contained,.as.
shown.in.Figure.6.36.with.both.the.polygon.and.the.motor.assembly.sandwiched.between.















































































6.7 OPTICAL SCANNING ERRORS























































. 1..Mounting. Misalignment. of. the. polygon. axis. to. the. spin. axis. is. likely. to. be. the.
largest.part.of. the. total. tracking.error..Very.accurate.machining.of. the.polygon.
bore.and. the.hub.on. the.shaft. is. required. to.minimize. this. tilting.effect..Effect: 
Repeating.weave.pattern.
. 2..Manufacture. Errors. include. pyramidal. (facet-to-datum),. facet-to-facet,. dividing.
angle.and.facet.flatness..Effect: Repeatable.positional.errors.
. 3..Dynamic distortion. Loss.of.geometry.due.to.thermal.growth.or.mechanical.stresses..
Effect: Positional.tracking.errors.varying.with.speed.and.time.
6.7.2.2  Monogons
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Facet angle, A = 360⁰/N 










Collimated incident beam axis 
x-axis 
Incident beam offset angle 


























































7.2.4 Mirror Facet Width
The.tangential.width.of.the.facet.ST.of.a.regular.prismatic.polygonal.scanner.is:
.





















The.margin.of.safety.is.inextricably.linked.to.the.desired.scan duty cycle (scan.efficiency).η 
of.the.scanning.system.for.a.given.2β,.N, and.r. For.a.one-side.truncation.of.the.beam.by.the.
facet.edges.as.the.polygon.rotates,.optimally.D is.40%.greater.than.the.1/e2.beam.width.2,3
The.l/e2.beam.width.that. is.symbolized.by.D1/e2. is. the.beam.width.(diameter).beyond.
which.the.residual.laser.beam.power.is.1/e2 of.the.total.power.of.a.laser.beam.that.has.a.
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. 1..The.boundaries. of. the. incident.beam.width. D are.designed. to. cut. through. the.







7.2.6 Scan Duty Cycle (Scan Efficiency)








h b= −1 2
180





Knowing. or. selecting. suitable. values. for. r, N, β, and. D will. determine. η.. Alternatively,.
choosing.suitable.values.for.r,.N, β, and.η.will.determine.the.required.incident.beam.width.
WP = GP.cos 2β 
WG = GP.sin 2β 
GP = (m-g)/cos β 
GO = (r-g) 
M 
V L r 
P 
H 
Objective lens optical axis 
U
m = r.(1-cos A/2) 
m = r.[1-cos (180/N)] 
g = r.(1−√[1−{D/(2r.cos β)}2]) 
g = r.(1−√[1−{sin[(180/Ν)(1−η)]}2]) 
















































. D r N= −( ) [( / )( )]2 80 cos sin 1 1b h . (7.4)
More.simply,.if.W represents.the.tangential.facet.width,.this.expression.approximates.to2,3
.







[sin( / )]( )























































0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
N =.3 1.00 0.92 0.87 0.84 0.83
N = 6 1.00 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.95
N = 12 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.97
N = 18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
N =.24 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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( ) sinr g
N






























7.2.8 Coordinates of G
From.the.geometry.in.Figure.7.2:
. X r gG cos = −( ) b . (7.14)
and
. Y r gG sin = −( ) b . (7.15)

































































































































7.2.9 Coordinates of P
Again.from.the.geometry.in.Figure.7.2:
. . . .














. Y Y m gP G sin = − −2( ) b . (7.21)
Substituting.for.XG.and.YG.from.Equations.7.14.and.7.15.gives
. . .
X r g m gP cos 
cos 2
cos 











. Y r g m gP sin ( sin = − − −( ) )( )b b2 . (7.23)
By.substituting.for.(m − g).and.(r.−.g).from.Equations.7.9.and.7.10.into.Equations.7.22.and.





















































P  sin  cos cos 








































N NP cos 













































 sin  cos
180




































7.2.10 Optical Axis of the Objective Lens




. WG sin = −2( )m g b . (7.28)
Objective lens optical axis 
YP 



































Reflected laser beam: scan-axis 
x-axis 
Number of facets = N 
Facet angle A = 360⁰/N 
±A = Full optical scan angle of the 










. WG 2 sin max = m( )b . (7.29)
Substituting.for.m from.Equation.7.7.leads.to
.




















covers.the.facet.chord.ST,.G.and.P.coincide.with.M,.m = g, (m −.g).= 0.
Substituting.(m − g).=.0.into.Equation.7.28.gives














. Y r gG sin = −( ) b . (7.33)









































































. y x r g= − − +( ) ( )[( )( ) ]tan tan 2 cos sin 2b b b b . (7.36)




























































. y x= ( )tan b . (7.39)
7.2.12 Insights from an Alternative Analytical Approach
An.alternative.perspective. for. the.analysis. is. to.set. the.Cartesian.rectilinear.coordinate.
axes.to.be.Px.and.Py with.the.origin.at.the.point.of.incidence.P.on.the.facet.for.when.the.




















base.lines.INMN.of.a.nest.of.right.triangles. ʹ ʹ∞H M IN N.within.the.triangle. ʹ ʹ∞H M I3 3..These.base.
lines.are.parallel.to.the.facet.plane.ST.(Table.7.2).
.
I M tan tan N N m r N










































S T  sin
180















































H∞G = g = r [1 −√(1 − [D/(2r cos β )]2)]














for.an.infinitesimal.beam.width,.such.that.η =.1..As.the.beam.width.increases.O3.moves.along.I3.M3′ toward M3′ 


















D. Similarly,. the.rotation.axis.ON lies.at.the.intersection.of.one.of.these.parallel. lines.of.
constant.D with.a.base.line.INMN. The.rotation.axes.ON may.not.lie.beyond.MN where.the.
incident.beam.width.footprint.matches.the.facet.width.
All. facet. widths. SNTN lie. between. the. points. S3 1,h= . and. T3 0,h= . according. to. the. values.
of.N and.η. The.positional.range.of.facet.SNTN.directly.corresponds.to.the.range.of.the.










dent. light. beam.. When. (1). the. axis. of. rotation. O. is. coincident. with. the. mirror. surface,.





6 12 18 24
WN.=.SNTN.(mm) 50.00 25.9 17.4 13.1
INMN.(mm) 3.87 0.46 0.13 0.06
[SNTN]/[INMN] 12.9 56.7 130 232





































































Deflected beam 1 
Deflected beam 2 












Deflected beam 2 



























Number of facets = N 























±A = Full optical scan angle 
of the reflected beam 
YH = r sinβ
XH = r cosβ










































r( / )/ ( / )[ ]/2 2 2
1







circle arc of 











































C ≡ (α,γ ), 
Instantaneous 
Centre-of-Scan (ICS) 
















































































































[cos / / ]
[ /
tan 2 sin( )  cos 
sin( ) cos( ) tan 2
b b q b













sin( )  cos 
sin( ) cos( ) tan 2
b q b










expression. is. possible. but. unnecessary. when. using. a. computer. spreadsheet. program..











0.7 0.8 0.9 




Incident beam Scan-axis 
objective lens axis 
Maximum optical scan angle = ± 360 = ±60
Number of mirror-facets, N = 6 
Incident beam offset angle, 2β = 0 




















θ = +30 
2β = 70 
Objective lens axis 
N
Maximum optical scan angle = ± 360 = ±60









Locus of P 
0.6 















Maximum optical scan angle = ± 360 = ±60














θ = +30 
2β = 100 











Maximum optical scan angle = ± 360 = ±30












θ = +15 
–10 
–15 
2β = 140 
Objective lens axis H 
0 






























nal.scanner,.as.does.one.extremity.θ = +30°,.while.the.other.extremity.θ = –30°,.lies.between.
the.inscribed.and.the.circumscribed.circles..The.tangent.on.the.ICS.locus.at.the.data.point.
θ = 0°.corresponds.to.the.scan-axis.




















Maximum optical scan angle = ± 360 = ±60
Incident beam offset angle, 2β = 100 
Number of mirror-facets, N = 6 
θ = +30 











7.3.8 Locus of P
Axiomatically.the.locus.of.the.point.of.incidence.P.lies.along.the.incident.beam.line.seg-
ment.HP..Point.P. runs.back.and. forth. from. the.fixed.point.H.on. the. incident.beam,.at.
which.the.circumference.of.the.circumscribed.circle.of.the.polygonal.scanner.intersects..





























For. real. incident. beams. with. a. finite. width. (diameter). the. minimum. limit. 360°/N will.
















in.Figures.7.8. to.7.11.remains. the.same,.but,.with. the.exception.of.Figure.7.8.because.of.
symmetry,.it.will.be.slightly.displaced.in.an.upward.direction.parallel.to.the.facet.plane.
by.an.amount.(g tan.β) (Figure.7.2)..The.scan-axis.is.raised.and.the.objective.lens.axis.is.



























7.4.2 Stationary Ghost Images
Ghost.images.in.the.image.plane.from.nonmoving.optical.components.may.be.expected,.
but,.at.first.thought,.not.from.a.rotating.optical.component.such.as.a.polygonal.scanner,.
and. if. so,. certainly. not. stationary.. However,. the. rotating. polygonal. scanner. itself. syn-
chronously.derotates. (descans). these.unwanted.diffusely. reflected. rays. from. the. image.
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plane.itself,.and.they.are.then.specularly.rereflected.at.the.mirror.facets..If.these.secondary.
specularly. reflected.rays.are. transmitted. through. the.optics.of. the.pre-objective.optical.
scanning.system,.stationary.ghost.images.will.be.formed.in.the.image.plane.










. A A= =36 2 72
ο ο, and . (7.55)
7.4.4 Facet-to-Facet Tangential Angle
The.mirror.facet-to-facet. tangential.angle. is. the.angle.between.successive.facet.normals.
in.a.plane.perpendicular.to.the.rotation.axis..This.angle.is.also.denoted.by.the.symbol.A,.
because. for.a. regular.prismatic.polygonal. scanner. the. facet.angle.and. the. facet-to-facet.
tangential.angle.are.geometrically.identical.
7.4.5 Scan-Axis
The.scan-axis. is. the.axis.about.which.the.beam.angularly.scans.symmetrically,.±A. (see.
Sections.7.2.2.and.7.3.3).


























7.4.9 Rotation Axis Offset Distance
The.rotation.axis.offset.distance.is.that.distance.YP of.the.rotation.axis.from.the.scan-axis.
when.the.polygonal.scanner.is.set.in.its.midposition.(Figures.7.2.and.7.3).
















































































































Scan Duty Cycle, η
Rotation Axis Offset Distance, YP, 
Distance from the Scan Axis Figure
. 27° 93.5% −0.211r 7.13
. 52° 92.9% −0.395r 7.14
. 92° 90.8% −0.649r 7.15
124° 86.4% −0.797r 7.16
164° 54.1% −0.904r —
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. 2b w> . (7.60)
Using.Equations.7.56.and.7.57.with.N = 10,.r = 25.mm,.and.D.=.1.mm,.leads.to.Table.7.3.














































As. predicted. by. Equation. 7.61. the. angle. between. successive. pencils. of. rays. of.






























7.4.15 Incident Beam Offset Angle 27°
The. incident. beam. offset. angle. of. 27°. in. Figure. 7.13. is. comfortably. outside. the.








ϕ10.=.+99° and.ϕ3.=.-117°,.respectively..These.ghost.beams.are.harmless.(| | )f > 90ο .






2 27 25 52b = + + = +( )  .(Figure.7.14).
From.Equation.7.61.the.field.angles.of.ghost.beams.gh10.and.gh3.from.facets.s10.and.
s3. become. ϕ10. =. +124°. and. ϕ3. =. y92°,. respectively.. These. ghost. beams. are. harmless.
(| | )f > 90ο .
7.4.17 Incident Beam Offset Angle 92°
In.Figure.7.14.the.incident.beam.offset.angle.is.52°..Let.the.incident.beam.offset.angle.2β 
with.its.accompanying.ghost.beams.gh.and.ghost.images.GH.be.rotated.counterclockwise.





















angle = ±A 
Incident beam
+27
Ghost image for 2β = 27















(+ω = +20°).of.the.image.format.field,.ϕ2.=.(y𝜔 + 40°) = (y20° + 40°).=.+20°..The.incident.beam.




























Principal plane of the
thin lens objective






























GH3, φ3 = −52





Scanned surfacePrincipal plane of the
thin lens objective
















From.Equation.7.61.the.field.angle.of. the.remaining.ghost.beam.gh10. from.facet.s10. is.
ϕ10 =.+164°,.and.is.harmless.(| | )f > 90
 .
7.4.18 Incident Beam Offset Angle 124°
In.Figure.7.15.the.incident.beam.offset.angle.is.92°..Let.the.incident.beam.offset.angle.2β.
with.its.accompanying.ghost.beams.gh.and.ghost.images.GH.be.rotated.counterclockwise.
through.a.positive.angle.of.+32°.. If. the.ghost.beam.gh3. traverses. the.objective. lens,. the.
ghost.image.GH3,.ϕ3.=.y52°, of.Figure.7.15.will.move.up.to.lie.on.the.lower.edge.(yω.=.y20°).
of.the.image.format.field,.ϕ3.=.(y52° + 32°).=.y20°. The.incident.beam.offset.angle.increases.
to.2 92 32 124b = + + = +( )  .(Figure.7.16).
For.incident.beam.offset.angles.52°.and.92°.there.are.two.stationary.ghost.images,.
namely. GH2. and. GH3.. As. ghost. image. GH3. moves. to. the. lower. edge. of. the. image.
format,.ghost.image.GH2.moves.up.well.above.the.image.format.at.a.field.angle,.ϕ2.=.
+52°..Again.note.that.( )f f2 3 2 72− = =A
,.as.should.be.expected..From.Equation.7.61.the.
field.angle.of.the.remaining.ghost.beam.gh4.from.facet.s4.is.ϕ4.=.y92°,.and.is.harmless.























GH3, φ3 = −52






Principal plane of 
the thin lens objective
















7.4.19 Ghost Images Inside the Image Format
A.study.of.Figures.7.14.and.7.15.shows.that,. if.ghost. image.GH2.is.set.on.the.lower.and.
upper.edges.of.the.image.format,.the.required.incident.beam.offset.angles.are.given.by
. 2 2b w= +A . (7.64)
Thus,.from.Equation.7.61.the.range.of.2β.for.ghost.images.to.exist.inside.the.image.format.
is.expressed.by
. n A n A( ) ( )2 2 2− < < +w b w . (7.65)
in.which.n is.zero.or.a.positive.integer,.A ≥ ω,.and.2β.< 180°.
Substituting.ω.=.20°.and.2A.=.72°.leads.to
. when n = − < < +0 20 2 20
° °b . (7.66)
. n = + < < +1 52 2 92° °b . (7.67)




7.4.20 Ghost Images Outside the Image Format
A.study.of.expressions. (7.66),. (7.67),. and. (7.68). shows. that.when. the. incident.beam.off-




. n A n A( ) ( )( )2 2 1 2+ < < + −w b w . (7.69)
in.which.n is.zero.or.a.positive.integer,.A.≥.ω, and.2β.< 180°.
Let.ρ.represent.the.angular.range.of.2β for.ghost.images.outside.the.image.format,.then
. r w w w= − = − = −2 2 2 2 180A A N( ) ( / ). (7.70)
and.is.independent.of.n.





Substituting. these. values. for. A and. ω. into. the. inequalities. (69). and. (70). leads. to.
Figure 7.17.
. For n = < <0 20 2 20, ° °b . (7.71)
. n = < <1 60 2 60, ° °b . (7.72)






. A > w . (7.74)



















N = 10 N = 12 P P 
N = 18 P N = 15 P 
2ω = 40° 2ω = 40° 
ω = 20° ω = 20° 
2ω = 40° 
2ω = 40° 
2ω = 40° 
8° 8° 
8° 
2ω = 40° 
ω = 20° 
2ω = 40° 
ω = 20° 
108° ± 16° 
120° ± 4° 
120° ± 4° 
+100° ± 0° 




+60° ± 0° 
+20° ± 0° 
30° ± 10° 
30° ± 10° 




























incident.beam.offset.angle.is.2 3 5 7b w w w w= + + + +, , , ,.and.so.on,.subject.to.2β < 180°.
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The. past. decade. has. seen. extensive. technology. evolutions. that. have. brought. major.
changes.in.the.market.and.manner.of.use.of.scanners.as.well.as.unexpected.performances.
and.designs.of.oscillating.scanners.. Improved.performances.of.competing.technologies.
have. attracted. applications. previously. the. domain. of. oscillating. mechanical. scanners..




On. the. other. hand,. the. advances. of. computer. control. in. industry. have. benefited. the.














suring. instrument.. Its. dynamic. and. optical. scanning. potential. were. recognized. early.



















much. greater. peak. torque.. In. the. same. period,. a. new. design. of. transducers. appeared,.
driven.by.the.availability.of.much.improved.electronic.elements.
The.third.milestone.that.came.into.being. in. the. last.decade.of. the.century. is.marked.
by. the. presence. of. computer. power. to. mitigate. the. shortcomings. of. even. the. best. gal-




High-energy. permanent. magnets. were. also. developed. to. power. resonant. scanners,.









































. 1..A. typical. magnetic. strength. temperature. coefficient. of. −0.8%/°C. in. the. range.
22°C–85°C.
. 2..An. irreversible. flux. loss.will. take. place. each. time. the.material. is.heated.above.























































The. list. of. features. of. an. ideal. torque. motor. is. long. and. frequently. a. compromise. is.
reached. where. some. necessary. system. properties. are. obtained. through. other. means..
Environmental.control.and.electronic.compensation.schemes.have.become.standard.fea-
tures.of.high-performance.scanners.























8.2.1.1.1 Moving Magnet Torque Motor



































= 1 1. . (8.3)
Br is.the.magnetic.intrinsic.induction,.remanence.of.the.rotor.material;.Hc.is.the.magnetic.
demagnetization.force,.coercive.force,.of.the.rotor.material;.μ is.the permeability.of.air;.g is.
the.radial.gap.between.the.rotor.and.the.outer.shell;.and.d is.the.diameter.of.the.magnet..
In.practice,. 1/2<  < 1K ..It.is.evident.that.for.a.given.number.of.coil.windings.and.a.given.
resistance,.it.is.advantageous.to.minimize.the.radial.gap.






6200 6210 6220 RZ-15 6860 TGV-1 6230
Torque	motor
Rotor.inertia,.gm.cm2 . 0.012 0.02 0.14 0.34 0.6 0.65 1
Torque.constant,.gm.cm/A 10.8 25 57 40 93 123 114
Resistance,.Ω . 2.4 4.1 3.4 1.3 1.5 1.4 1.4
Thermal.conductivity,.°C/W . 7.5 4 2 1.5 1
Figure of merit of torque motor
Torque/inertia.(Watt)1/2 580 625 221 103 126 160 96.3
Transducer Opt. Opt. Opt. Cap. Cap. Cap. Cap.
Sensitivity,.μA/°Opt. 24 24 22.8 100 29 50 23.4
Gain.drift,.ppm/°C 75 75 75 50 50 b 25
Null.drift,.μrad/°C 50 50 50 25 30 b 150
Repeatability,.µrad 30 30 30 6 16 4 30
Dynamic performance


























M2 VM2000 6870 TGV-2 6450 M3 RZ-30 6880 TGV-3 TGV-4
Torque	motor Note.5
Rotor.inertia,.gm.cm2 1.7 1.7 2 2.3 2.4 4 5.9 6.4 7.4 14
Torque.constant,.
gm cm/A
230 180 335 450 500 278 254 550 650
Resistance,.Ω 4.5 1.4 2.6 4 4.8 3 1 2.6 2.7
Thermal.conductivity,.
°C/W
2.5 1 5 1.4 0.75 0.7 0.7
Figure.of.merit.of.
torque.motore
Torque/inertia*.(Watts)l/2 63.8 76 90 93.7 57 27.2 39.7 46.1 28.3
Transducer
Sensitivity,.μΑ/°.Opt. 11 29 100 43 11 150 44 100 100
Gain.drift,.ppm/°C −60 100 50 b 50 60 30 50 b b
Null.drift,.μrad/°C 18 30 30 b 30 18 10 20 b b




























Rotor.inertia,.gm.cm2 0.3 2.5 8.25
Torque.constant,.gm.cm/A 120 230 278
Resistance,.Ω 1.3 4.5 5.5
Transducer
Sensitivity,.μΑ/°.Opt. 70 90
Gain.drift,.ppm/°C 50 100 50
Null.drift,.μrad/°C 25 30 25
Repeatability,.μrad 5 1 2
Suspension
Jitter,.μrad 4 1 1.7
Wobble,.μrad 1 0.5 0
Performances




























































The. dissipation. coefficient. is. frequently. specified. as. “coil. to. case”. because. the. best.















8.2.1.2.1 Gain and Pointing Stability Considerations
Galvanometric. scanners. applications. can. be. divided. into. two. groups:. image/position.
acquisition. and. pointing/designation/laser. micromachining.. In. both. cases,. systems.
need. to.be.calibrated.and.drift.needs. to.be.compensated..This.becomes.evident. in. the.










































These. transducers. are. complex. analog. devices. with. multiple. sources. of. drift,. both.
mechanical.and.electrical,.induced.by.small.changes.of.thermal.or.other.origins.includ-



















8.2.1.2.3 Closed Loop Drift Transducers
It.is.frequently.necessary.that.the.beam.be.located.with.similar.or.greater.precision.than.
the. resolution. required. for. the. task. the. instrument. is. to. perform.. To. define. location. or.














takes.advantage.of. the.high-resolution.capability.of. the.capacitive. transducer. to. incor-
porate.capacitive.fiducial. features.within. the. transducer.proper..The. leading.edge.of.a.





























































is. critical. to.prevent. the.balls. from.skidding..To. that. effect,. the. choices.of. lubricant.as.
well.as.the.magnitude.of.the.preload.are.the.major.consideration..These.are.well.within.
































The. design. of. galvanometric. scanners. and. mirror. systems. considers. this. periodicity.


















acceleration. applications. or. to. minimize. fretting. corrosion. encountered. when.
scanning.very.small.excursion.at.high.frequency.
8.2.1.3.2 Cross-Flexure Bearings


















































Cross-flexure. bearings. are. the. preferred. suspension. for. applications. with. a. need. for.
extremely.critical.repeatability.and.low.wobble..They.are.also.the.only.solution.for.small.
angle.excursions,.under.4°.optical..Small.motion.does.not.permit.proper.ball.bearing.lubri-












requirements. for. reflectivity,. balance,. thermal. and. dynamic. deformation,. mounting,.
and.so.on.
The.condition.of. the.mirror.of.an.oscillating.scanner. is.of.concern.for. that.portion.of.
its.movement. in.which.optical.data. is. transmitted..Control.of.dynamic.deformations. is.
commonly.associated.with.resonant.scanners..Fabrication.and.installation.requirements.








8.2.1.4.1 Mirror Construction and Mounting




The.mirror.must.be.mounted.as.close.as.possible. to. the. front.bearing.of. the. scanner.























The. elasticity. of. the. bond. can. cause. dynamic. pointing. errors. as. well. as. undesirable.
resonances.that.could.reduce.the.system’s.bandwidth..The.rigidity.of.the.bond.can.cause.
mirror.stresses.and.deformation.when.mounting.to.the.shaft.of.the.scanner.
























































































































































Cost,. ease. of. fabrication,. stability. with. time. and. environmental. conditions. (such. as.




















formed. by. successive. evaporation. in. reverse. order. onto. a. master,. and. then. transferred.























BK7 2.53 8.9 0.010 8.22 0.50 3.2
Fused.silica 2.20 0.51 0.014 7.10 0.66 3.2
Fused.quartz 2.20 0.51 0.014 7.10 0.66 3.2
Pyrex 2.23 3.3 0.011 6.67 0.54 3.0
Silicon 2.32 3.0 0.835 11.2 0.89 5.0
Aluminum 2.7 25 2.37 7.03 0.35 2.6
Iron.alloys 7.86 0–20 0.1–0.8 13–21 0.03–0.04 <2.5
Al.oxide 3.88 7.0 0.08 36.0 0.61 9.3
Titanium 4.3 8.5 0.20 11.2 0.14 2.6
Beryllium 1.8 12.0 2.10 30.8 5.2 17.0
Magnesium 1.7 26.0 1.59 4.2 0.80 2.5
Diamond 3.5 0.7 10–25 120.0 2.6 34.0
Silicon.carbide 2.92 2.6 1.56 31.5 1.4 11.1
SXA 2.96 10.8 1.2 14.5 0.56 4.9
Tungsten.carbide 15.3 5.94 0.5 68.5 0.02 4.5













This. section. reviews. the. most. common. scanner-related. image. distortions.. While. it. is.
important.to.identify.the.source.of.any.error,.only.the.most.common.imperfections.deriv-
ing.from.scanner.sources.will.be.discussed.here.












. ( ) cos ( )illuminationatH illuminationat A=













8.2.1.5.2 Index of Refraction of Air








































. Re = ×




It. is. also. these. turbulences. that. induce. jitter. in. resonant. scanners,. which. can. exceed.
5 μrad. This,.more.than.any.other.effect,.limits.the.dimensions.and.operating.frequency.of.
resonant.scanners.in.air.
8.2.1.5.4 Mirror Surface Off Axis























































Alpha = 37 deg Alpha = 45 deg
αα
−20 −10 0































































be. designed. such. that. all. elements. and. subelements. be. as. rigid. as. possible.. Ideally.














Figure.8.11. is.a. schematic. representation.of.a.ball.bearing.mounted. rotor. from.a.gal-













































































































































































and.b is.its.length.between.bearings,.as.shown.in.Figure.8.12.(d and.b are.both.in.inches.















































































































































































































. q q w= 0 sin t . (8.32)
At.time.T.the.angular.position.is.α0.such.that



















































2 0q . (8.38)



























































































The. choice. of. position. transducers,. capacitive. and. optical,. is. normally. guided. by. the.
tolerable. error. in. repeatability. dictated. by. the. application. as. well. as. by. the. duty. cycle.
of.the.application..A.low.duty.cycle.with.high.peak.power.demand.shall.not.permit.the.
transducer. to.reach.a.stable. temperature.and.therefore. the.actual.drift.parameters.may.
need.to.be.verified.experimentally.in.the.application.or.the.use.of.fiducial.marks.should.
be.considered.
The.dynamic.performances. listed.are. to.be.used.as. references.only.as.different.stan-





























































Tunable. resonant. scanners. have. also. been. built.. This. author,. in. References. 1. and. 34,.
























































GRS IMX200 IM × 350 TRS CRS4 CRS8 IDS URS
Mirror/beam.
diameter,.mm
<36 28 <20 12.7 7.8 9 <30
Flatness,.wave@633 1/10 1/6 1/6 1/2 1/2 1/4 1/2
Suspension,.type X-Flexure X-Flexure X-Flexure X-Flexure Counter.Rot. T.Bar 2.T.Bars S-Flexure
Resonant.
frequency, Hz
<250 200 350 <.10,000 4,000 8,000 <.1,200 <500
Beam.rotation.
max.,.degrees
72 60 30 60 20 26 60 90
Beam.wobble,.
max.,.micro.rad.








































demands. an. objective. with. a. long. focal. length. to. accommodate. the. scanning. mirrors;.

















size.with.high.energy.density.. It. is.also.the.primary.choice.for.conventional. laser.scan-
ning.confocal.microscopes.and.Section.8.5.2.2.depicts.the.original.design.of.Minsky.38.The.
Handbook of Biological Confocal Microscopy39.carries.numerous.examples.of.this.concept.
A.number.of.lens.manufacturers.offer.off-the-shelf.lenses.for.this.application.configured.
for.YAG.or.CO2.lasers..Multiple.wavelength.telecentric.field-flattening.objectives.of. this.
type,.capable.of.yielding.a.diffraction. limited.small.spot. focus,.are. frequently.the.most.
expensive.component.of.the.entire.scanning.system,.including.the.laser.












































In.this.configuration,.a is.the.center.of.the.X mirror,.b is.the.center.of.the.Y mirror,.and.
c is.the.point.at.coordinates.(0,.Yi);.d is.the.length.from.b to.(0,.0).and.e is.the.length.from.a 
to.b. The.optical.scanner.angles.are.θx and.θy and.the.coordinate.(Xi,.Yi) is.any.point.on.the.
target.field..It.can.be.seen.that.when.Xi.= Yi.= 0,.then.θx = θy = 0..The.equation.that.relates.
Yi to.θy is.derived.from.the.triangle.of.points.(0,.0),.(0,.Yi), and.d. Solving.for.the.length.(0,.0).
to.(0,.Yi), which.equals.Yi we.obtain













. X aci x=  tan q . (8.49)
Since. ac d Y ei= +( ) +2 2
1 2/
.where.e =.ab, the.solution.is
. X d Y ei i x= + +{( ) } tan























. f d Y e Xi i i= + + +[{( ) } ]
/ /2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2
. (8.51)
The.resulting.change.in.focus.length.for.(Xi,.Yi) is
. Δf d Y e X d ei i i= + + + − +[{( ) } ] ( )


































































. MEA = 2a . (8.55)
.














0 = Axis of Y scanner
       normal to the paper
On = 0B = 0D = r
BC = d
Mirror Y



















p a . (8.57)
Considering.that.angles.APD.and.aEO′.are.equal.as.both.their.sides.are.normal,.therefore
. angles APD aEO 2= ʹ = a
As.triangle.PAD.is.rectangular
.
angle NAD =   APD = 2   = 2NAO
p p a
2 2




















































2 2* tan q
. (8.60)
As












. PrP r ef2 = −* sinq . (8.63)
and.segment
. ef h= −( )* tan /p q4 . (8.64)
where



















sin l  cos tan
4 tan2
q q p q
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P1P2  = a



































































servos. are. commercially. available. to. drive. servo. motor-based. systems.. The. numerous.
attempts. to. design. a. high-performance. digital. equivalent. have. failed. to. meet. the. com-
parable.bandwidth.resolution.product.demanded.by.optical.galvanometer.scanners..The.
potential. benefit. of. a. full. digital. system. continues. to. tempt. and. elude. designers.. Hope.
springs.eternal.
Two.critical.features.of.these.servo.amplifiers.are:
 1. Low noise. It. is. common. to. demand. system. resolution. of. 1. part. in. 100,000..
Consequently.each.component.in.the.system.needs.to.perform.five.or.ten.times.
better..The.design.of.analog.circuitry.of.that.quality.is.an.art.in.itself.




































. Screens/sieves/membranes. for. filtering. inks,. biomedical. fluids,. gas. separation,.





In.order. to. reach. industrial.applications,. lasers.need. to.be. reliable.and.easy. to.main-
tain..A.number.of.technologies.have.reached.this.stage..High-power.diode.pumped.YAG.








The. development. of. confocal. microscopy. in. the. early. 1950s. by. Marvin. Minsky38. has.





























quality. is. extremely. dependent. upon. the. energy. collection. capability. of. the. instru-
ment.. All. of. these. instruments. are. epifluorescent. pseudoconfocal. laser. scanning.
microscopes.
8.5.2.1  Pre-objective Scanning
Conventional. laser. scanning. epifluorescent. microscopes. are. thoroughly. described. in.





the. large.field.of.view.associated.with.microarrays..By. limiting. the.spectral. range. to.
1 or.2.wavelengths.and.accepting.a.lower.NA,.it.is.possible.to.design,.on.this.model,.an.
instrument.with.a. larger.field.of.view.(up.to.10.mm)..The.Avalanche.from.Molecular.




















































































































































































Drift, Position Detector Null:.The.drift.of.the.electrical.zero.of.the.position.detector.with.
time.and.temperature..Drift.that.occurs.with.temperature.change.is.specified.in.







standard.deviation.of. the.maximum.jitter.error.observed. in.each.scan. line.of.a.
large.number.of.consecutive.scans..Some.applications.may.require.specification.of.
the.frequency.as.well.as.the.magnitude.of.acceptable.jitter.









Null, Mechanical:.The. steady-state.position.of.an.unpowered.scanner..This.position. is.
determined. by. the. torsion. spring,. if. any,. and. the. magnetic. spring. of. the. scan-






















Resonance, Cross Axis:. Structural. resonances. that. cause. motion. perpendicular. to. the.
scan.axis.are.referred.to.as.cross-axis.resonances..These.resonances.may.be.accen-
tuated. by. poor. mirror. design. and. will. cause. periodic. wobble,. possible. system.
instabilities,.and.may.be.a.limit.to.achievable.system.bandwidth.
Ideal distribution of pixels along a scan line
Jitter
Distribution of pixels with jitter error
Jitter: Error from average pixel position, measured in the scan direction
Wobble
Distribution of pixels with wobble error
Wobble: Error from average pixel position, lmeasured in a direction 
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All. of. these. examples,. and. of. course. there. are. many. others,. exploit. the. flexure. pivot.
because. of. its. simplicity,. reliability,. lack. of. internal. clearance,. long. service. life,. ease. of.
construction,. and. often,. its. high. mechanical. “Q.”. The. flexure. pivots. used. in. scientific.













































































































cant.viscous. friction.and.ball. and. race.deformation.energy.not.only.place.upper. limits.
on.the.speeds.at.which.these.devices.can.operate,.but.also.consume.energy,.limiting.the.
mechanical.efficiency.of.all.known.moving-element.bearings.to.a.low.value.
Flexures,. on. the. other. hand,. have. no. lubrication. requirement,. and. are. limited. only.
by. the. internal. energy. of. deformation.. Mechanical. “Q”. approaching. 3000. is. regularly.
achieved,. even. in. very. high. speed. designs.. This. attribute. of. flexures. makes. possible.
Flexural	Pivots	for	Oscillatory	Scanners	 453
resonant.scanners.operating.above.10.kHz.at.very.low.power.levels..Of.course,.the.absence.















ited. in.their.geometrical.precision.by.the. limits.of.accuracy.that. their.respective.manu-
facturing.processes.impose.on.them..For.example,.the.best.class.of.bearing.balls,.class.3,.
has.an.allowed.out-of-roundness.of.3.×.10−6.in..If.averaged.in.a.bearing.with.nine.balls,.






















































































































































As.one.would.expect,. aluminum.and. titanium.have.moved.up. the. list,.but. little. else.
has.changed..One.could,.of.course,.construct.other.lists.for.other.specific.purposes,.such.























Modulus (psi) Ultimate Strength (psi) Ratio
Carbon/graphite <2.×.106 375.×.103 0.19
Diamond 150.×.106 7.69.×.106 0.051
Glass.reinf..epoxy 5.×.106 240.×.103 0.05a
Silicon 27.5.×.106 1.02.×.106 0.037
Be/Au 15.×.106 210.×.103 0.014
Spring.gold 15.×.106 180.×.103 0.012
Be/Cu 18.×.106 180.×.103 0.01b
Ti−6Al−4V 19.×.106 205.×.103 0.01
7075.Al 10.×.106 98.×.103 0.009
Udeholm.718 30.×.106 265.×.103 0.009
17-7PH 30.×.106 235.×.103 0.008
Inconel 31.×.106 250.×.103 0.008









Material Young’s Modulus (psi) Specific Strength (psi) Ratio
Carbon/graphite <2.×.106 3509.×.103 1.75
Glass.reinf..epoxy 5.×.106 3200.×.103 0.64a
Silicon 27.5.×.106 12300.×.103 0.448
Diamond 150.×.106 61000.×.106 0.407
7075.Al 10.×.106 961.×.103 0.10
Ti−6Al−4V 18.5.×.106 1120.×.103 0.06
Be/Cu 18.×.106 557.×.103 0.03b
Udeholm.718 30.×.106 936.×.103 0.03
17–7PH 30.×.106 830.×.103 0.03
Be/Au 15.×.106 301.×.103 0.02
Spring.gold 15.×.106 301.×.103 0.02
Inconel 31.×.106 749.×.103 0.02
302SS 28.×.106 697.×.103 0.02c
a. This.material’s.lack.of.electrical.conductivity.may.limit.its.usefulness.
b. Be/Cu.has.published.figures.of.fatigue.limit.of.40.ksi.1
c. Interestingly,. this.material.not.only.work.hardens,.but. its.Young’s.modulus. rises.
with.work.as.well..One.should,.therefore,.try.to.get.material.rolled.as.thoroughly.as.







disappointingly. low. fatigue. limits.1. Experimental. work. at. Cambridge. Technology. with.
BeCu.flexure.materials.reinforces.this.view.
However,. the. primary. reason. for. their. use. is. probably. simply. that. ferrous. materials.
make.very.good.flexures,.and.except.for.very.unusual.circumstances,.the.apparent.techni-
cal.superiority.of.the.“other”.material,.if.actually.realizable,.would.require.the.investment.















designed. and. flew. successfully. flexure. systems. required. to. operate. only. a. few. tens. of.
cycles.during.atmospheric.testing.of.atomic.weapons.
Unfortunately,. it.appears. that. the.borderline.between. indefinite. life.and.finite. life. is.


















nificant.technical. justification,. then.it. is.worth.exploring..The.example.of. the.folks.who.






















































Attention.should.be.paid. to. the.specification. legend. in. the.upper. left-hand.corner,.as.
well.as.to.the.grain-defining.arrows.and.the.corner.radii.at.every.section.change.
9.2.4 Corrosion






















1.  Material: stainless steel, type 301 or 302, full hard condition.
     surface quality 4RA (rahns 2n, photoetch quality).
2.  Finish: Passivate, per QQ–P–35.
















































































tens.of. thousands.of.flexures,. there. is.hardly.any.reason.not. to.make. the.experimental.



































metallurgy. in. the.zone.near. the.cut..These.potential.modifications. include.heat.effects,.





















include. sealing. and. purging. the. entire. mechanism.. When. this. approach. is. not. practi-
cal,.then.the.flexures.themselves.(and,.if.necessary,.their.mated.parts).can.be.protected..
Of.course,.with. the.flexures. in.particular,. the.protection.should.not. interfere.any.more.
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to.distribute. the. clamping. forces.uniformly,.and.has. low.mass.. It. is,.however,. cathodic.






















































Secondly,.alignment.of. the.flexure(s). to. the.stationary.and.moving.members.must.be.
thought.out..It.is.often.the.case.that.a.multiplicity.of.flexure.pairs.or.sets.positioned.along.













so. may. have. relatively. loose,. or. unknown. specifications. of. physical. parameters. such.
as.Young’s.modulus.and.strength.. In.addition,. it.may.well.be.that.some.other.param-
eter. is.of.more. importance. to. their.overall. function. than. fatigue. strength..One.might.
posit. thermal. conductivity. for. the. stator,. and. low. inertia. for. the. rotor.. Whatever. the.
reason,.it.is.often.desirable.to.allow.the.flexure-mated.parts.to.be.made.of.less.intrinsi-
cally.stiff.material.than.is.the.material.of.the.flexure.itself..One.then.has.the.option.of.






deflection.of. the.flexure.mountings. is.required.anyway,.because. if. they.are.as.stiff.as.














9.5 CROSSED-AXIS FLEXURE PIVOTS
9.5.1 General Introduction
Of. course,. there. are. many. uses. for. flexures,. and. many. flexure. types.. Flexure. hinges,.






















order. to. align. an. optical. component,. recalled. the. “defect”. of. the. Young. flexure,. seized.
upon.it.as.a.virtue,.and.succeeded.in.putting.it.to.good.use.






9.5.2 The Bendix Pivot































































































opposite. end. of. the. spectrum. of. suitable. applications,. flexure. pivots. lend. themselves.

























































































































































When. using. PZT. material,. an. electric. field. is. applied. across. two. plates. separated. by.
poled.ferroelectric.material..PZT.ceramics.are.isotropic.and.not.piezoelectric.prior.to.pol-






























The.amount.of.displacement.caused. in. the.case.of. the.opposed.situation.can.be.esti-
mated.by.the.following.formula:

































































































Bimorph length L Bimorph tip angle





















































in. the.near. future..A. typical.electrostrictive.material,. such.as. lead–magnesium–niobate.
(PMN),. should. provide. an. order. of. magnitude. improvement. over. PZT. in. positional.
stability.
For.PMN.materials,. the.change. in. length. is.proportional. to.the.field.voltage.squared,.
so.the.coefficient.is.a.factor.of.two.higher.than.PZT..Unlike.piezoelectric.materials,.PMN.
crystals.are.not.poled..Positive.or.negative.voltage.changes.result.in.an.elongation.in.the.

































agement. and. forbearance. this. chapter. would. not. have. been. written. at. all.. Brian. Stone.
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diminished.. For. example,. printing. specifications. of. barcodes. are. based. on. reflectance.
properties.at.the.wavelength.of.helium–neon.lasers,.predominantly.used.years.ago.but.no.
longer.in.scanners.today..As.such.we.will.begin.with.a.basic.discussion.of.barcodes.















10.1.1 The UPC Code
In.the.early.1970s,.the.supermarket.industry.recognized.a.need.for.greater.efficiency.and.

















































Each. character. of. the. code. is. represented. by. two. dark. bars. and. two. light. spaces..
Individual.bars.and.spaces.can.vary. in.width. from.one.module.wide. to. four.modules.
wide.. (Note,.on.all.UPC.codes,. the.guard.bars.are.always.one.module.wide.and.sepa-






























































































































. 4..Code.height:. the.height.of. the.barcode. (the.dimension.parallel. to. the.bars).will.
determine.the.angular.accuracy.required.in.orienting.the.scan.line.relative.to.the.
barcode.



























































The.amount. that. the.half-symbol. is.over-square,.when.combined.with. the.maximum.
item.velocity.of.2.54.m/s. (100. in/s),.determines. the.minimum.pattern.repetition.rate. to.



































































(100. mm+),. which. is. usually. sufficient. for. side. reading. with. the. tilted. beam. geometry..
Nearly.all.UPC.scanners.today.employ.some.form.of.forward-looking,.tilted-beam.reading.
geometry.














































10.2.3 Depth of Field
The. multidirectional,. three-line. scan. pattern. forms. the. basis. for. nearly. all. present-day.
UPC.scanners,.holographic.and.nonholographic..Unfortunately,.the.forward-looking.fea-













































Holography,. therefore,. differs. from. photography. in. that. it. is. able. to. record. all. of. the.




































































































A.conventional.barcode.scanner.contains.a. lens.for. focusing.the. laser.beam,.a.device.
for.deflecting.the. laser.beam,.and.some.optics. for.collecting.a.portion.of. the. laser. light.
reflected.from.the.barcode.and.focusing.it.onto.the.photodetector..In.a.holographic.scan-
ner,.all.of. these.properties—focusing,.deflecting,.and. light.collection—are.contained. in.
the.holographic.disc..As.indicated.earlier,.these.properties.may.be.different.in.each.sector.































































































beam.radius,.rc, resolution.criterion,.C, and.waist.radius,.r0c, as
.

















divided.by. 2. .Applying.that.condition.requires.the.substitutions.of. 2 20r wc = min / .and.
































































10.3.4 Depth of Field for a Holographic Barcode Scanner
The.use.of.holography.in.a.barcode.scanner.would.allow.the.introduction.of.a.true.mul-
tifocal-plane. scanner. with. a. variable. light-collection. aperture.. The. way. this. would. be.
accomplished.in.a.holographic.scanner.is.illustrated.in.Figure.10.15.


















ishing. returns. to. this. route. to. greater. depth. of. field.. Ideally,. we. would. like. to. be. able.
















































duce. paper. noise. on. the. return. light. signal. that. will,. in. turn,. lower. the. probability. of.
achieving.a.successful.read.
While. noise. could,. in. general,. be. reduced. with. low-pass. electrical. filtering,. the. filter.
properties.would.have. to.be.altered. for.each. facet. to.correct. for. the.differences. in. spot.































Scanning with in-focus spot



















































































graphic. disc. are. easily. repeatable. in. the. manufacturing. process. with. high. precision..













































































As.an.example.of. the.effect.of. the. tilted.reference.beam,.consider.a.holographic. facet.
































































It. is.possible. to.get.high.diffraction.efficiency.using.a.surface-relief.medium.for. light.
that.is.incident.on.the.disk.in.an.S-polarized.orientation.16,17.It.is.not.possible.at.the.present.
time,. however,. to. mechanically. replicate. these. high-efficiency. surface-relief. holograms.
because. of. the. aforementioned. aspect. ratio. of. the. relief. profile.. (An. example. of. such. a.
high.aspect.ratio.is.shown.in.Figure.10.20.).This.means.that.original.holograms,.not.inex-




































Even.so,.despite. the. relatively. low.diffraction.efficiency.of. the.holographic.discs.pro-
duced.by.mechanical. replication,.which. is.a.surface.relief.process,. the. low.cost.of.such.
discs.make.them.very.attractive.in.supermarket.and.retail.barcode.scanners.in.which.com-
ponent.cost.is.a.major.factor.
10.5.2 Volume Phase Media
Volume.phase.materials.are.capable.of.very.high.diffraction.efficiencies,.on.the.order.of.
90%.or.more..Such.high.efficiencies.means.that.the.individual.facets.on.the.disc.can.be.









holographic.scanners..The.first.material. that.comes. to.mind. is.bleached.silver.halide.. In.
this.process,.the.absorptive.structure.in.a.photographic.emulsion.hologram.is.chemically.





in. the.emulsion..Some.of. these.products.are.photosensitive.and.exhibit.printout. effects,.




















































Gelatin. is,. after. all,. made. from. the. skins,. bones,. and. connective. tissues. of. animals.. Its.
properties.can.vary.depending.on.what.the.animals.ate.or.where.they.were.raised.
Nevertheless,. because. of. its. excellent. holographic. qualities,. DCG. is. one. of. the. best.
recording.materials. for.holographic.deflectors.used. in. barcode. scanners.. It. is. relatively.
stable.when.exposed.to.normal.ambient.temperatures..However,.it.is.extremely.moisture.
sensitive.and.must.be.sealed.to.protect.it.from.normal.ambient.humidity.










the.masters.with.a.material. that. is.sensitive. to. that.region.of. the.spectrum,.such.as.sil-
ver.halide..This.allows.a.relatively.simple.optical.setup.that.will.produce.an.aberration-
free.hologram..Typically,.DCG.submasters.(in.the.form.of.a.submaster.disc,.or.individual.
submasters). are. made. from. the. masters,. providing. greater. efficiency. to. the. production.
process.
In.the.second.method,.the.masters.are.made.directly.in.DCG.using.a.wavelength.within.



























10.6 FABRICATION OF HOLOGRAPHIC DEFLECTORS

























Exposure. of. each. master. holographic. facet. creates. an. optically. identical. holographic.
copy. facet. in. the. DCG. through. the. interference. of. the. diffracted. beam. with. the. undif-
fracted.zero-order.beam..As.long.as.the.copy.process.is.reasonably.close.to.a.contact-copy.
process.there.will.be.no.aberrations.introduced.by.copying,.regardless.of.copy.wavelength.






































λ = 488 nm



















refract. into. the. gelatin. at. an. angle. different. from. that. expected. and,. thereby,. meet. the.









Gel. swell. and. bulk. index. changes. are. separate. effects. that. can. be. separately. mea-




























structure. of. the. master.. The. copy. process. will. always. faithfully. reproduce. this. fringe.
structure.










10.6.2 The Mechanically Replicated Surface-Relief Holographic Disc
The.other.primary.holographic.recording.material,.photoresist,.has.a.diffracting.structure.





for. low-cost.replication.of.mechanically.ruled.gratings..Today,. it.has.become.one.of. the.
primary.manufacturing.techniques.of.the.production.of.high-quality.gratings.from.holo-
graphic.masters.43
Although. replication. of. a. surface. relief. hologram. can. be. performed. directly. from.
the. photoresist. master,. there. is. some. danger. that. the. photoresist. may. not. stand. up. to.





























Once. fabricated,. these. more. durable. submasters. may. be. used. to. generate. multiple.























10.7  AN EXAMPLE OF A HOLOGRAPHIC BARCODE 













This. broad. application. definition. places. several. requirements. on. the. design.. A. large.
depth.of.field.will.require.multiple.focal.planes..With.no.specification.given.to.package.
orientation.the.scanner.will.have.to.read.essentially.all.orientations..Also,.the.variety.of.
package.sizes.requires.a. large.scan.pattern.size.coming.out.of. the.scanner..All.of. these.
requirements.can.be.met,.quite.easily,.with.holography.
The.name.of.the.“Penta”.scanner.comes.from.the.pentagonal.configuration.of.the.scan.














































there. it. reflects.off. a. folding. mirror,. which. directs. the. beam. to. the. multifunction. plate.
(MFP)..The.MFP.is.a.multipurpose.hologram,.which,.along.with.the.VLD,.lens,.and.mirror,.
finishes.the.subassembly.of.the.“optics.module.”
The. VLDs. used. in. barcode. scanners. today. have. certain. inherent. properties,. some. of.
which.are.undesirable..With.the.use.of.the.MFP,.however,.some.of.the.undesirable.effects.
can.be.alleviated..The.functions.performed.by.the.MFP.include.beam.aspect-ratio.modi-
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poral.modulation.of.coherent. light..The.phenomena.underlying. these. interactions.were.



























scanning. devices. will. be. described. in. some.detail,. including. the. important. features. of.
optical.design.for.various.types.of.systems.
11.2 ACOUSTO-OPTIC INTERACTIONS


















where. η is. the. refractive. index. and. ρ. is. the. density.. In. fact,. this. relation. is. adhered. to.
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refractive. index.change.typical. for.AO.devices. is.not. large..Strain.amplitudes. lie. in. the.







erties.of. the.material.. In. fact,. even. for.an. isotropic. material. such.as.glass,. longitudinal.
acoustic.waves.and. transverse. (shear). acoustic.waves. cause. the.photoelastic. interaction.
to. assume. different. parameters.. A. complete. description. of. the. interaction,. particularly.

























11.2.2 Isotropic AO Interaction
The.most.useful.photoelastic.effect.is.the.ability.of.acoustic.waves.to.diffract.a.light.beam..
There.are. several.ways. to.understand.how.diffraction.comes.about;. the.acoustic.wave.
may.be.thought.of.as.a.diffraction.grating,.made.up.of.periodic.changes.in.optical.phase,.
rather. than. transparency,. and. moving. at. sonic. velocity. rather. than. being. stationary..
Thus,.it.is.possible.to.analyze.the.diffraction.as.resulting.from.a.moving.phase.grating..
Alternatively,.the.light.and.sound.may.be.thought.of.as.particles,.photons,.and.phonons,.
undergoing. collisions. in. which. energy. and. momentum. are. conserved.. Either. of. these.

















if.the.length.of.the.delay.line.is.L. Some.typical.values.οf Δ𝜙 can.be.obtained.by.assum-
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lar.deflection.corresponding.to.the.nth.order.is.given.by.θη ≅ ± ηλ/Λ.and.the.frequency.of.
the.light.deflected.into.the.nth.order.is.ω ± nΩ. The.intensity.of.the.carrier.wave,.or.zeroth.











compression.and. rarefaction. regions.will.overlap,. so. that. the.Debye–Sears.model. is.no.
longer.valid..To.estimate.the.characteristic.length.L0 that.bounds.the.Debye–Sears.model,.
suppose.the.compression.and.rarefaction.apertures.are.one-half.an.acoustic.wavelength,.












































Devices.with.interaction.length.Q < π are.said.to.operate.in.the.Raman–Nath.regime,.while.




beam.is.normal. to. the.sound.beam.propagation.direction,. the.higher.diffraction.orders.



























respectively.. In. the. latter.equation,.ν. is. the.velocity.of. sound. in. the.delay.medium,.υ = 
2πΩΛ..Conservation.of.momentum.is.expressed.by.the.vector.relation





. h h hw w0 1= + Ω . (11.15)
or



































Having.obtained. the.angular.behavior.of. light.diffracted.by.acoustic.waves,. the.next.
most.important.characteristic.is.the.intensity.of.the.diffracted.beam..Again,.the.full.math-
ematical.treatment.is.beyond.the.scope.of.this.book,.but.a.very.good.intuitive.calculation.























































































For. small. modulation. index,. the. zero-order. and. first-order. Bessel. functions. can. be.
approximated.by
. J0 1( ) cos( )Δ Δ Δf f f≈ ≈ − . (11.22)
and













































































































(AOD),.let.us.assume.a.material.with.n = 1.5,.ρ.=.3,.ν = 5.×.105.cm/s,.and.a.photoelastic.







































occurs. in. isotropic. materials. as. well. as. in. anisotropic. materials;. however,. in. isotropic.










































































































































































tions,.with. totally.different.mathematical. formalisms,.have.been.carried.out,.and. these.











































other..The.anisotropic.Bragg. relations.apply. to. crystals.with.optical. activity,.where. the.
birefringence.is.interpreted.as
























































































2 21 2= +( )d qcos . (11.42)
For.light.incident.exactly.along.the.optic.axis.the.two.refractive.indices.are.simply
. n nr = −0 1( )d . (11.43)
and








































































































on. the.other.hand,. large.bandwidths.can.only.be. reached.with. interaction. lengths. that.
are.so.small.that.significant.higher-order.diffraction.occurs..This.decreases.the.efficiency.
with.which.light.can.be.directed.to.the.desired.first.order,.and.also.limits.the.bandwidth.











































component. along. the. acoustic. momentum. vector,. and. the. dotted. pair. represents. these.











































Kd(0), ν + f0













11.3 ACOUSTO-OPTIC MODULATOR AND DEFLECTOR DESIGN
























































































































































































































































�q p/  KL .
(11.61)
































































































































































































it. is. small. enough. to. allow. sufficient. beam. spread. to. satisfy. the. Bragg. angle. matching.
requirements. over. the. desired. bandwidth. (for. a. fixed. angle. of. incidence. of. the. optical.
beam)..At.the.same.time,.the.diffraction.efficiency.will.decrease.as.L decreases,.so.that.we.
will.want.L to.be.as.large.as.possible.within.the.interaction.bandwidth.constraint.

























. tR = 0 64. t. (11.74)
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In. the. case.of. square.pulse.video.modulation,. the.modulation. speed.may.be.defined.
by.a.specific.dynamic.extinction.ratio.requirement..For.square.wave.modulation.at. fre-
quency.f0,.the.dynamic.extinction.ratio.is.approximately.10:1..For.high.extinction.ratios.on.
















































































11.4 SPECIALIZED ACOUSTO-OPTIC DEVICES FOR SCANNING
































































































































































f1 = f (t)
































































11.5 MATERIALS FOR ACOUSTO-OPTIC DEVICES
11.5.1 General Considerations





chemical. stability. under. normal. conditions.. As. with. most. components,. cost. will. be. an.
important.factor,.even.when.all.the.other.factors.may.be.positive,.if.competing.techniques.
are.available.






















ation.under.consideration.. In.general,. it. is.desirable.to.select.a.material.with. low-drive-
































































= − +bM d
.
(11.90)
where. M  is. the.mean.atomic.weight,.defined.as.the.total.molecular.weight.divided.by.













in.which.c. is. a. constant.dependent.upon. the.material. class..This. relation. suggests. that.







































































































the. case. for. good-quality. single. crystals,. but. not. for. polycrystalline,. highly. impure,. or.
amorphous.materials..For.the.latter,.the.constant.given.in.the.tables.is.a.rough.estimate,.
based.on.measurements.at.the.higher.frequencies..The.light.polarization.direction.is.des-
ignated.as.parallel.or.perpendicular.according. to.whether. the. light.polarization. is.par-




























Water 0.2–0.9 L 1.49 2400 ║.or.⊥ 1.33 37.2 126 25
Fused.
quartz
0.2–4.5 L 5.96 12 1.46 8.05 1.56 1.35
SF-4 0.38–1.8 L 3.63 220 ⊥ 1.62 1.83 4.51 3.97
SF-59 0.46–2.5 L 3.20 1200 ║.or.⊥ 1.95 39 19 12
SF-58 L 3.26 1200 ║ or ⊥ 1.91 18.2 9 5.6
SF-57 L 3.41 500 ║ 1.84 19.3 9 5.65
SF-6 L 3.51 500 ║.or.⊥ 1.80 15.5 7 4.42
As2S3 0.6–11 L 2.6 170 ║ 2.61 762 433 293





























LiNbO3 0.04–4.5 L[100] 6.57 0.15 2.20 66.5 7.0 10.1
S[001] 3.59 2.6 ⊥ 2.29 9.2 2.92 2.4
Al2O3 0.15–6.5 L[100] 11.0 0.2 ║ 1.77 7.7 0.36 0.7
YAG 0.3–5.5 L[100] 8.60 0.25 ⊥ 1.83 0.98 0.073 0.114
S[100] 5.03 1.1 ║.or.⊥ 1.83 1.1 0.25 0.23
TiO2 0.45–6 L[001] 10.3 0.55 ⊥ 2.58 44 1.52 4
SiO2 0.12–4.5 L[001] 6.32 2.1 ⊥ 1.54 9.11 1.48 1.44
L[100] 5.72 3.0 [001] 1.55 12.1 2.38 2.11
α-HIO3 0.3–1.8 L[001] 2.44 10 [100] 1.99 103 86 42
PbMoO4 L[001] 3.63 15 ║ 2.62 108 36.3 29.8
TeO2 0.35–5 L[001] 4.20 15 ⊥ 2.26 138 34.5 32.8
S[110] 0.616 90 Circ.[001] 2.26 68.0 793 110












11.6 ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER DESIGN
11.6.1  Transducer Characteristics







































Ge 2–020 L[111] 5.50 30 ║ 10.6 4.00 10,200 840 1850
S[100] 3.51 9 ║.or.⊥ 10.6 4.00 1430 290 400
Tl3AsS4 0.6–12 L[001] 2.5 29 ║ 1.15 2.63 620 510 290
GaAs 1–11 L[110] 5.15 30 ║ 1.15 3.37 925 104 179
S[100] 3.32 ║.or.⊥ 1.15 3.37 155 46 49
Ag3AsS3 0.6–13.5 L[001] 2.65 800 ║ .633 2.98 816 390 308
Tl3AsSe3 1.25–18 L[100] 2.15 314 ⊥ 3.39 3.15 654 445 303
Tl3PSe4 0.85–9 L[100] 2.0 150 ║ 1.15 2.9 2866 2069 1288
TlGaSe2 0.6–20 L[001] 2.67 240 ║ .633 2.9 430 393 161
CdS 0.5–11 L[100] 4.17 90 ║ .633 2.44 52 12 12
ZnTe 0.55–20 L[110] 3.37 130 ║ 1.15 2.77 75 18 19
GaP 0.6–10 L[110] 6.32 6.0 .633 3.31 75 30 71
ZnS 0.4–12 L[001] 5.82 27 ║ .633 2.35 27 3.4 4.7
S[001] 2.63 130 .633 2.35 14 8.4 5.2































































. Z = ru . (11.94)
and.in.general.there.is.not.sufficient.choice.of.available.materials.to.satisfy.this.condition..
When.the.impedances.are.unequal,.reflection.occurs.at.the.interfaces,.reducing.the.effi-






























































































. Z S0 = ru . (11.103)
This.equivalent.circuit.was.used.by.Sittig37.and.Meitzler.and.Sittig38.to.analyze.the.propa-
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Material Density Mode Orientation K εrel υ (cm/s) Z (g/s cm2)
LiNbO3 4.64 L 36°.Y 0.49 38.6 7.4.×.105 34.3.×.105
S 163°.Y 0.62 42.9 4.56.×.105 21.2.×.105
S X 0.68 44.3 4.8.×.105 22.3.×.105
LiTaO3 7.45 L 47°.Y 0.29 42.7 7.4.×.105 55.2.×.105
S X 0.44 42.6 4.2.×.105 31.4.×.105
LiIO3 4.5 L Z 0.51 6 2.5.×.105 11.3.×.105
S Y 0.6 8 2.5.×.105 11.3.×.105
Ba2NaNb5Oi5 5.41 L Z 0.57 32 6.2.×.105 33.3.×.105
S Y 0.25 227 3.7.×.105 19.8.×.105
LiGeO2 4.19 L Z 0.30 8.5 6.3.×.105 26.2.×.105
LiGeO3 3.50 L Z 0.31 12.1 6.5.×.105 22.8.×.105
αSiO2 2.65 L X 0.098 4.58 5.7.×.105 15.2.×.105
S Y 0.137 4.58 3.8.×.105 10.2.×.105
ZnO 5.68 L Z 0.27 8.8 6.4.×.105 36.2.×.105
S 39°.Y 0.35 8.6 3.2.×.105 18.4.×.105
S Y 0.31 8.3 2.9.×.105 16.4.×.105
CdS 4.82 L Z 0.15 9.5 4.5.×.105 21.7.×.105
S 40°.Y 0.21 9.3 2.1.×.105 10.1.×.105
Bi12GeO20 9.22 L (111) 0.19 38.6 3.3.×.105 30.4.×.105
S (110) 0.32 38.6 1.8.×.105 16.2.×.105
AIN 3.26 L Z 0.20 8.5 10.4.×.105 34.0.×.105
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enlarging.the.interaction.bandwidth.is.simply.to.shorten.the.interaction.length.in.order.

















































q q q q q= −( ) − = −⎛⎝⎜
⎞
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On. the.other.hand,. for. frequencies. that. are.midway. between. the. resonance. frequen-
cies.of.adjacent.elements,.that.is,.( f01.+ f02)/2.or.( f02.+ f03)/2,.the.contributions.to.the.acous-

























































































































































































































































(dB/μm @ 1 
GHz)
Epoxy 2.6.×.105 2.86.×.105 Very.large 1.22.×.105 1.34.×.105 Very.large
Indium 2.25.×.105 16.4.×.105 8 0.19.×.105 6.4.×.105 16
Gold 3.24.×.105 62.5.×.105 0.02 1.2.×.105 23.2 0.1
Silver 5.65.×.105 38.×.105 0.025 1.61.×.105 16.7.×.105
Aluminum 6.42.×.105 17.3.×.105 0.02 3.04.×.105 8.2.×.105





















0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
f/f0
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
FIGURE 11.36
Transducer. loss. for.various.values.of.normalized. transducer. thickness. t and. intermediate. layer.normalized.
thickness.0.1..Rs.=.(ω0C0)−1, z0t =.1,.k = 0.2.
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11.8 APPLICATIONS OF ACOUSTO-OPTIC SCANNERS
























































































11.8.2 Infrared Laser Scanning
AO.beam.scanners.for.use.with.IR.lasers.have.been.under.consideration.in.recent.years.
by. the. aerospace. industry. in. connection. with. laser. radar. and. optical. communications.
systems..Where.system.requirements.place.excessive.demands.on.mechanical.scanning.
methods,.various.electronic.approaches.become.attractive..In.general,.the.carbon.dioxide.
laser,.with.wavelengths. from.9. to.11.μm,. is. the.most.common.one. for. long-wavelength.
operation..There.are.a.number.of.electronic.approaches.to.IR.beam.scanning.besides.AO,.






































11.8.3 Two-Stage Acousto-Optic Scanner





























































































































































11.8.4 Applications of Acousto-Optic Devices and Acousto-Optic Tunable Filters
AO. devices. are. used. for. a. variety. of. applications. and,. depending. on. the. area. of. spe-
cialization,.comprise. the. following:.AOM,.AOD,.frequency.shifters. (AOFS),. tunable.fil-
ters. (AOTF),. wavelength. selectors. (AOWS),. and. polychromatic. modulators. (PCAOM)..
Combining.one.of. these.AO.devices.with.a.mechanical.scanner.can.produce.scanning.








modulation. of. laser. beams,. solid-state. light. scanning,. and. frequency. shifting,. to. tun-
able.filters.and.polychromatic. light.modulation..The.basic.scheme.for.all. these.devices.
involves.the.selection.of.proper.AO.materials.and.the.optimization.of.the.piezoelectric.
transducer. to. produce. acoustic. waves. with. efficient. conversion. of. electrical. power. to.
ultrasonic.power.for.the.desired.frequency.range..Except. in.colinear.tunable.filters,.all.








transducer.and. the. inefficient. interaction.of.acoustic.waves.with.optical.waves..Optical.


































































































Scan with selected wavelength
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Advances. in. computing. and. communications. have. resulted. in. ever-higher. data. rates.
delivered.to.the.laser.deflection.system..Data.rates.in.applications.such.as.displays.now.

















































. 1..Error. correction:. high-speed. (106. rad/s). and. low. deflection. (order. of. milli-rad).










There. is.a.class.of.EO.device. that. is.sometimes.confused.with.deflectors.or.scanners..
This.class.uses.the.Kerr.effect.effectively.to.rotate.the.polarization.of.light.traversing.the.



















12.2 THEORY OF THE ELECTRO-OPTIC EFFECT










. D E E Pi ij j i i= = +e k e0 0 . (12.1)





A.convenient.geometric. representation.of.any.symmetric. second-rank. tensor.Sij is.an.
ellipsoidal.or.hyperboloidal.surface.defined.by


























































(and. all. crystals. with. symmetry. 42m ). the. only. nonzero. components. of. the. EO. tensor.










= − . (12.6)
where.use.has.been.made.of.the.fact.that. r E no63 3
21/ ..Similarly,.the.index.along.the. 110 .
direction.is
.












12.2.3 The Quadratic Electro-Optic Effect
















A. variety. of. Kerr. materials. and. devices. have. been. studied. in. the. past,. see. Lee. and.
Hauser3.and.Kruger.et.al.4.At.the.time.of.this.writing,.late.2002,.there.do.not.appear.to.be.
any.commercial.devices.or.systems.based.on.the.quadratic.EO.effect.in.production.


















bulk. material.. A. uniform. electric. field. applied. to. poled. structures. will. result.
in. equal. and. opposite. changes. in. index. within. each. domain. according. to. its.
orientation.
12.3.2 Terminology for Describing Electro-Optic Scanners












































1 Δ . (12.10)
When. the.beam. exits. the.material,. the.angle. is. increased. by. the. factor. n,. owing. to. the.
small-angle.form.of.Snell’s.Law..The.external.deflection.angle.for.the.scanner.is.therefore.


































































ing. EO. scanners.. From. the. optical. system. point. of. view,. the. scanner. can. be. repre-
sented.simply.by.a.mirror.at.a.distance.LP from.the.output.plane. that. introduces. the.
deflection θdef.
12.3.2.3  Resolvable Spots








































where. NU is. the. number. of. spots. assuming. unipolar. deflection. (deflection. only. to.
one. side. of. the. optical. axis). and. S is. the. displacement. of. the. beam. at. the. observa-
tion  plane  (see. Figure. 12.2).. Often. scanners. are. used. with. bipolar. drive. voltages,.









= + 1 . (12.18)
The.displacement.S.at.a.distance.z from.the.pivot.point.is.given.by













































effect. of. the. diameter. definition,. and. the. correspondingly. correct. description. of. beam.
divergence,.should.be.considered.when.discussing.the.number.of.resolvable.spots.that.a.
particular.system.may.exhibit.


















































































































Geometry. for. generating. a. linear. electric. field. profile. using. quadrupole. electrodes. in. KDP-type. materials..
Crystallographic.directions.for.proper.deflector.operation.are.also.shown..Optical.beam.propagation.is.per-
pendicular.to.the.page,.and.the.optical.electric.field.polarization.is.parallel.to.the.x-axis.(<110>.direction)..(From.




























































































































































































tively. grade. the. electrical. field.. Grading. the. material. properties. is. possible. using. the.
technique.of.“poling”.or.“domain.inversion.”.This.process.can.be.performed.completely.
independently. of. the. base. material. production,. making. it. an. effective. tool. for. device.
fabrication.
One.salient.advantage.of.poled.devices.is.that.they.are.not.typically.affected.by.electri-

























. 5..Annealing:. temperatures. ranging. from. about. 200. °C. to. over. 1000. °C. are.
used,. with  the. appropriate. temperature. and. cycle. profile. determined. by.
experimentation.







Gopalan. et. al.18. Using. such. a. process,. confinement. to. a. waveguide. is. possible,. but. not.
necessary,.and.scanners.that.work.for.any.properly.polarized.beam.passing.through.the.














































































q q fdef in icot= = = =
= =













































through.the.device.. In.the.opposite. limit.of.very.many.interfaces,. the.beam.approaches.
normal.incidence.at.each.interface..Thus.the.reflection.at.each.interface.approaches.a.finite.
value,.while. the.number.of.such.reflections.continues. to. increase..Thus. the. total. reflec-



























































































































Normalized.reflected.intensity.as.a.function.of.number.of.interfaces.for.∆n/n= 10−4,.L/W = 20, mopt.=.35.
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In.practical.geometries,.there.is.usually.a.spacing.s between.the.output.plane.of.the.scan-
ner.and. the.edge.of. the.crystal,. as. shown. in.Figure.12.14..This. spacing.provides.a. lon-
ger. electrical. creepage. path. around. the. end. of. the. scanner,. and. allows. for. cutting. and.
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Z* W* Z* W* Z* W* Z* W*
0.00 1.00 2.50 2.49 5.00 5.36 7.50 8.84
0.25 1.05 2.75 2.73 5.25 5.68 7.75 9.21
0.50 1.11 3.00 2.99 5.50 6.01 8.00 9.58
0.75 1.21 3.25 3.26 5.75 6.35 8.25 9.96
1.00 1.34 3.50 3.53 6.00 6.69 8.50 10.34
1.25 1.48 3.75 3.82 6.25 7.04 8.75 10.73
1.50 1.65 4.00 4.11 6.50 7.39 9.00 11.11
1.75 1.83 4.25 4.41 6.75 7.75 9.25 11.50
2.00. 2.04 4.50 4.72 7.00 8.11 9.50 11.89










































































n n W WP,in
=
−[ ]( / ) ( / )
























Simulation. of. horn-shaped. scanner. operation. using. the. beam. propagation. method. (BPM).. Parameters. are.








12.3.5.4.3 Comparison of Horn-Shaped Scanners with Trapezoidal and Rectangular Scanners












Eason. and. coworkers. report. an. analysis. of. such. a. device,25. with. an. application.
to. telecommunications. switching. in. mind.. Such. a. device. would. typically. be. oper-






















tions.. The. advantage. of. this. structure,. however,. is. that. it. operates. at. approximately. 25.
V,. versus. 500. V. for. a. prismatic. domain. poled. device. operating. with. a. similarly. sized.






















































































































































































































































































































The.power.of.patterned. ferroelectric.domain. inversion. is. that.a.wide.variety.of.optical.
components.can.be.fabricated.by.designing.masks.with.appropriate.shapes..For.example,.
although.patterning.the.optimal.horn-shape.photolithographically.is.straightforward,.the.










A. periodically. poled. structure. can. also. be. integrated. with. prism. scanners. to. realize.
a.device. capable.of.generating.and.steering.blue. light.30.The.SHG.conversion.efficiency.


































































12.4 ELECTRONIC DRIVERS FOR ELECTRO-OPTIC DEFLECTORS
12.4.1 Overview
A. primary. consideration. when. applying. EO. deflector. devices. as. part. of. a. system,. and.
an.issue.often.raised.by.potential.users,.is.the.electronic.driver..The.driver.is.essentially.



















12.4.2 High-Voltage Power Supplies



















The. load. in. a. boost. converter. is. usually. fed. through. a. rectifying. diode.. The. current.
in.the.inductor. I V t LL1 1( ) /
*pk dc on= ( ) , ramps.up.linearly.during.the.ON.cycle.of.the.FET..
The.energy.stored.is.E L I pkL= ∗ ∗1 2 1 1
2/( ( ))..When.the.FET.is.turned.off.that.energy.is.then.

























ramped.to.the. I V T Lpk dc on pm= ( ) /
* . thus.storing.the.energy. E L I= pm pk
*( ) .2 2 .With.the.FET.
turned.OFF,.the.magnetizing.inductance.causes.an.instantaneous.reversal.in.polarities.of.
all.windings’.voltages.and.the.primary.current.transfers.to.the.secondary.as.I I N Ns pk p m= ( / ).
where.Np and.Nm are.the.primary.and.secondary.winding.count..Using.a.higher.voltage.





































The. high-side. drive. can. be. easily. crafted. from. a. p-channel. FET. where. HV. <. 200. V..
However,.many.practical.applications.can.require.a.higher.voltage,.and.such.FETs.are.not.




































































with. realistic. switching. rates,. the. energy. savings. might. not. be. enough. to. make. up. for.
the.additional.complexity..Lastly,.adiabatic.design.relies.on.the.assumption.that.one.can.
efficiently.provide.the.moving.supply.(in.fact.a.clock).to.the.circuit.that.it.drives..This.last.





The. full. bridge. circuit. operates. adiabatically. as. follows.. Start. with. the. crystal. dis-
charged,.that.is.PH.and.NL.are.off.(or.open).while.PL.and.NH.are.turned.on..To.charge.
























the.recovery.of.half. the.charge. in. the.crystal. to.go.back. to.+HV.supply. (or.Cload*HV2/4.
of.energy.is.recovered)..Also,.the.parasitic.capacitance.of.Cp(NL).will.be.dissipated.and.
Cp(NH).will.be.charged.to.Vy,.requiring.Cp(NH)*Vy*2.energy.from.Vy.supply..This.total.
energy. is. equivalent. to. Cp(NH)Vy*2/4.. Finally,. to. completely. discharge. the. crystal,. we.
need.to.turn.OFF.PH.and.turn.ON.switch.PL.
























The. wide. variety. of. EO. applications. and. elements. leads. naturally. to. a. wide. variety. of.
drivers,.especially.for.“nondigital”.applications..Possible.designs.range.from.those.using.




































































other. waveform.. Transformer. coupling. is. best. suited. to. periodic. waveforms.
since. the.bandwidth.of.a. transformer.can.be. limited,.and.special. tuning.and.
compensation. techniques. may. be. required. for. complex. waveforms.. Triangle-
wave. drive. voltages,. useful. for. some. display. applications,. can. be. done. very.
effectively.



































PLZT r13.=.67 n0 =.2.312
r33.= 1340 ne.=.2.299
LiNbO3 r13.=.9.6 N0 =.2.286 ε1.=.ε2.=.78
r22.=.6.8 ne.=.2.200 ε3.=.32
r33.=.31
LiTaO3 r13.=.8.4 n0.=.2.176 ε1.=.ε2.=.51
r33.=.30.5 ne = 2.180 ε3.=.45
KH2PO4.(KDP) r41.=.8 n0=.1.507 ε1 = ε2.= 42
r63.=.11 ne.=.1.467 ε3.=.21
KD2PO4.(KD*P) r63.=.24.1 n0.=.1.502 E3.=.50
ne =.1.462
(NH4)H2PO4.(ADP) r41.=.23.41 n0.=.1.522 ε1.=.ε2.=.58
r63.=.7.83 ne.=.1.477 ε3.=.14
Ba Sr Nb O0.25 0.75 2 6 r13.=.67 n0.=.2.3117 ε3.=.3400.(15.MHz)







be. verified. with. material. vendors. during. procurement.. (From. Yariv,. A..
Optical Electronics in Modern Communications;.Oxford.University.Press:.New.
York,.1997..With.permission.)
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added. to. mitigate. photorefractive. damage. from. short. wavelengths.. This. variant. of. the.
material.is.often.used.when.producing.SHG.or.other.nonlinear.devices,.typically.in.the.
visible.spectrum.



























































Careful.selection,. specification,. inspection,.and.qualification.of.materials.are.a.key. to.
successful.EO.system.design..Given.the.continuous.improvement.in.crystal.growing.prac-










. 2..High. optical. homogeneity:. refractive. index. variations. of. less. than. 1. in. 106. are.


















should. also. not. be. operated. near. to. their. coercive. field. or. near. the. Curie. temperature,.
which.can.be.quite.low.for.some.materials,.or.there.is.a.chance.of.depoling.occurring.
12.6 ELECTRO-OPTIC DEFLECTION SYSTEM DESIGN PROCESS
Selecting.a.system.design.for.a.particular.set.of.operating.parameters.is.an.iterative.pro-
cess,.likely.requiring.thorough.analysis.of.multiple.trial.designs..The.complex.interplay.




. 1..Verify. that. the. speed,. optical. efficiency,. or. ruggedness. of. an. EO. deflector. is.
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Many. devices. take. advantage. of. the. extended. range. offered. by. this. contraction. and.
hence.most.power.supplies.offer.a.voltage.range.which.extends.down.to.−20.V..Stack.man-









The. physical. structure. of. these. stacks—layers. of. charged. metal. plates. sandwiched.




where.A. is. the.area.of.the.plate,.and.d. is. the.distance.between.them..The.material.spe-
cific.relative.permittivity.εr.takes.into.account.the.charge.bonded.by.the.ceramic.material.
(dielectric).and.greatly.increases.the.capacitance.









































































Consider:. The. thermal. coefficient. of. expansion. for. steel. from. 20°C–100°C. is. about.




































































13.4 PROPERTIES OF MOTION
Due.to.the.discrete.structure.of.a.piezoelectric.stack,. its.expansion.is.often.a.bit.unpre-
dictable..Stacks.have.a.tendency.to.exhibit.all.kinds.of.bad.behavior.such.as.twisting.and.






















































30 16.1 0.0 16.1 48.3 0.0 0.0 48.3
40 15.7 −1.8 13.9 47.1 −5.4 0.3 42.0
60 15.3 −3.5 11.8 45.9 −10.5 0.9 36.3
80 15.2 −5.5 9.7 45.6 −16.5 1.4 30.5
100 14.6 −7.4 7.2 43.8 −22.2 2.0 23.6




























Current curve: data, time domain [s]


































































































The. positional. noise. inherent. to. a. piezoelectrical. system. is. only. limited. by. the. voltage.
noise.of.the.power.supply.that.is.used.to.drive.it..Commercially.available.amplifiers.built.


























M2 – 4 (2x)





























These. calculations.are. complicated.by. the. fact. that. the. capacitance.of. the. stacks.may.
increase.by.up.to.200%.due.to.changes.in.amplitude,.strain,.and.temperature..So,.for.this.










tems,. the.mechanics.exhibit.no.wear.or. fatigue.as. long.as. the.deformation.of. the.metal.










































M2 × 3 (2x)




























13.9 LINEAR STAGE DESIGN
Today.there.is.a.demand.for.nanopositioners.capable.of.a.variety.of.specialized.tasks..This.
wide.variety.of.applications.has.resulted.in.a.number.of. innovative.new.designs.based.






































for. 100. µm. of. motion.. The. major. advantage. of. such. a. simple. four. hinge. parallelogram.
guidance.design.is.the.low.inertia.in.combination.with.a.suitable.guidance.behavior;.it.is.
well.suited.for.fast.nanoscanning.applications.

















Reduced. resonant. frequency. means. higher. noise. characteristics. since. a. lower. resonant.







compressive. force. and. stiffness,. but. we. rely. on. the. weak. spring. memory. forces. of. the.

































F td+ + = =
2
2 1( )
  k =.spring.constant
  x =.stroke















   Fd.=.disturbance.(force)
  t.=.time
Solving.the.differential.equation.in.respect.to.the.initial.values
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you. can. perform. subnanometer. step. scans. in. much. smaller. stepwidth,. even. at. higher.
loads..However,.the.viscoelastic.and.piezoelectric.intrinsic.drift.accumulates..Using.visco-
elastic.damping.in.closed.loop,.the.drift.doesn’t.exist.5,6
13.11 CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS
We’ve.discussed.a.number.of.problems.inherent.to.piezo.technology.for.motion.control..
These. include. drift. or. creep,. hysteresis,. temperature. dependence,. nonlinear. expansion,.
variance.among. individual. stacks,. cross. talk,.and.rotational. error..The.simplest.way. to.






































Pin 3) signal: - 
Pin 4) supply bridge: - 
Pin 2) signal: + 
5 kOhm each
USignal about 10 mV, current max. 2 mA









do.not.affect. the.output. signal.of. the.sensor.since.all. resistors.will.be.affected.equally..
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13.14  ELECTRONIC CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 
FOR CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS
A.simple.diagram.of.a.typical.closed.loop.system.is.as.shown.in.Figure.13.33.




























































which. is. optical. microscopy,. the. depth. of. field. of. this. particular. microscope. objective.
was.well. in. excess.of. the.6.nm.and.settling. time.was.of.primary. importance..Another.
Open loop zero point
(@-10V)
Open loop max. point
(@-150V)
Ca. 80%Ca. 10% Ca. 10%
















































































































































































































































































































































































the. lowest.possible.noise.with.no.speed.requirement.. In.most. cases.manufacturers. can.
tune. the. system. for. a. particular. loading. configuration,. motion. waveform,. and. desired.
resolution.or.speed.
















At.motion.site. . . . . At.control.site
Stage. --------------------. voltage.cable. ---------------------. Amplifiers+
+. . . . . . . .PID+. Calibration.Data
Sensor. -------------------. sensor.signal.cable. --------------. conditioning.electronics
Config..2.












Piezoelectric. flexure. systems. have. unique. properties. that. require. special. consideration.
when.implementing.them.into.a.design..Specifically.special.attention.should.be.given.to.
hysteresis,. drift,. temperature. influences,. damping,. and. electrical. drive. considerations..
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. 2...Götz,.B.;.Martin,.T.;.Duparre,.J.W.;.Bücker,.P..Theoretische und experimentelle Untersuchung rel-






























































14.1.1 Progress in Optical Disk Technology
The.fundamental.concept.of.an.optical.disk.dates.back.to.1961.when.Stanford.Research.









“bit-by-bit”. recording.method,.was.developed. in. the.1970s..The.first.optical.video.disk.
system.for.commercial.use,.the.VLP.(video.long.play),.was.released.in.1973.by.Philips.of.
Holland.and.MCA.(Music.Corporation.of.America).of.the.United.States..In.early.systems,.
the. He–Ne. laser. was. the. preferred. light. source.. The. introduction. of. many. new. optical.



























































14.1.3 Principles of Optical Read/Write2–6











. NA n= sinq . (14.1)































Reflective. or. transmissive. mode. systems. can. be. constructed,. but. the. reflective. mode.
is.used.in.most.optical.disk.systems..In.the.transmissive.mode,.a.second.optical.pick-up.
with.the.PDs.must.be.positioned.on.the.other.side.of.the.disk,.complicating.the.design.of.




14.2 APPLICATIONS OF OPTICAL DISK SYSTEMS
14.2.1 Read-Only Optical Disk Systems
Four.types.of.standardized.players.are.available.for.read-only.optical.disks:.video.disk,.
audio.disk.(CD),.data.file.disk.(CD-ROM),.and.DVD..Among.the.advantages.of.read-only.











































14.2.2 Write-Once Disk Systems7–9
Write-once. disks. have. been. commercially. implemented. in. applications. such. as. archi-



























Figure.14.4. shows.PCR.optical.data.file.drives. (DVD-RAM)..Figure.14.5. shows. the.prin-
ciple.of.the.direct.overwriting.mechanism.for.the.PCR.disk..The.laser.intensity.at.the.disk.













































is. lost,. as. shown. in. Figure. 14.6b.. When. the. exposure. is. discontinued,. the. temperature.
of. the. recording. layer. falls. below. Tc. The. exposed. area. is. remagnetized,. but. the. direc-
tion.of.this.magnetization.coincides.with.the.direction.of.the.applied.external.magnetic.






















01 2 2 2
[cos ( ) cos ( )]






Since.the.linear.polarization.angle.of.the.incident.beam.is.p/4 .and.Φk  1








New mark Old mark 
(a)  
(b)  Recording spot 






































































of. the.wavelength.of. the. laser. results. in.an.angular.deviation.of. the.beam..Taking. this.
angular.deviation.as.�q .and.the.focal.length.of.the.OB.as.fo,.the.beam.spot.moves.approxi-






















exp( )-ar2 , the.amplitude.distribution.is.given.by.the.Fourier–Bessel.transform:
.
g s r J sr r r( ) exp( ) ( )= −∫ a 2 0 d . (14.5)


































This. is. the. well-known. Airy. distribution.. When.a = 1,. the. beam. intensity. distribution.
around.the.OB.aperture.is. 1 2/e ..Figure.14.9.shows.the.intensity.distribution.of.the.| ( )|g s 2 .
beam.spot.with.various.values.of. a . It.is.apparent.from.Figure.14.9.that.when. a = 1,.the.
FWHM.of.the.beam.spot.is.increased.by.about.10%.(relative.to.a = 0 ),.and.the.peak.of.the.
side-lobe.diffraction.ring.is.made.sufficiently.small.
In. order. for. the. reproduced. signal. to. have. satisfactory. frequency. characteristics,. the.









SD k W k= − =1
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14.11.shows. the.relation.between.disk. thickness.error.�t and.wave.aberration.WST with.
NA and.wavelength λ.as.the.parameters..Figure.14.12.shows.the.relation.between.disk.tilt.
angle.and.wave.aberration.WTL.with.NA and.wavelength.λ.as.the.parameter..In.the.usual.
recordable.CD,.the.practical.values.are.NA.=.0.5,.t =.1.2.mm,.n = 1.51,.λ.=.780.nm,.Δt.=.40.
μm,.and.θ.=.4.mrad..Substituting.these.values,.we.obtain.WST = 0.011λ.and.WTL.=.0.017λ..In.









0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 
Wave aberration (λ rms)








































NA = 0.50 with λ = 780 nm
NA = 0.60 with λ = 650 nm






















NA = 0.50 with λ = 780 nm, t = 1.2 mm
NA = 0.60 with λ = 650 nm, t = 0.60 mm
NA = 0.85 with λ = 405 nm, t = 0.1 mm
4 
Disk tilt angle θ (mrad) 






The. correction. for. astigmatism. is. carried. out. concurrently. in. this. stage.. If. stationary.
prism.is.used.for.correction,.the.astigmatism.generated.at.an.angle.of.45°.with.the.prism.














where. NAC is. the. NA of. the. CL. and.�L. is. the. astigmatism. of. the. semiconductor. laser..




































































by. the.polarizing.hologram..The.environmental. resistance.and.reliability.of. the.system.

























LDU for CD 
Objective lens DVD 
CD 
Collimating lens 
LDU for DVD 
Hologram 
t = 0.60 mm







Incident beam into disk 
(circular polarisation) 

































































2= p . (14.15)
where.K is.a.spring.constant.and.m.is.a.movable.mass..As.a.rule.of.thumb,.the.dynamic.
frequency.range.of.an.actuator.is.approximately.from.the.level.of.the.basic.disk.rotation.





The. energy. band. diagram. of. a. double. heterojunction. semiconductor. laser. is. shown. in.
Figure.14.20..This. laser. consists.of. three. layers.having.dissimilar.energy.gaps.Eg,.with.
increased.energy.gaps.for.the.n-type.and.p-type.cladding.layers,.which.are.on.both.sides.














Low-current. and. high-temperature. operating. laser. diode. of. 650. nm. AlGaLnP. with. a.
































Built-in refractive index difference
n-GaAs sub.
n








































































































































14.5 FOCUSING AND TRACKING TECHNIQUES
14.5.1 Focusing Servo System and Method of Error Signal Detection














0 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0
Gain guided laser
Index guided laser





















and. other. causes.. The. focusing. error. information. contained. in. the. laser. light. reflected.



































































































































































































































Zsin cos( ) . (14.17)
where.α is.an.angle.between.the.optical.axis.and.an.arbitrary.point.in.a.far-field.image.
Beam spot



















































. 2..Laser.wavelength:.L = 830.nm
. 3..Track.pitch:.t = 1.6.μm
































0.4 mm slit detection
Defocus (µm)











14.6 RADIAL ACCESS AND DRIVING TECHNIQUE
14.6.1 Fast Random Access
A. critical. aspect. of. an. optical. disk. memory. system. is. fast. random. access. to. the. stored.
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accurately. computed..The. track.detection.bandwidth.must.be.broad.enough. to.prevent.
miscounts.of.the.tracks.during.the.peak.speed.of.the.linear.actuator..This.method.is.less.

































I.give.my.special.thanks.to.Gerald.F..Marshall,.volume.editor.of.Handbook of Optical and 
Laser Scanning,.who.has.given.me.a.chance.to.contribute.to.this.book.and.is.generous.over.
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+∑ 1 2 1 1 1 1 . (14.A2)
where. fn(r2).denotes. the.nth.differential.of. the. function. f(r2)..For.calculating. the.Fourier.
spectrum.of.a. truncated.Gaussian,. f(r2). is.expressed.by.exp.( )-ar2 ..Then.the. integral.of.
Fourier–Bessel.transform.is.written.as
.

























a a . (14.A4)
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. sin( ) sin( )y q− = n r1 . (14.A5)
. sin( ) sin( )q = n r0 . (14.A6)
. Δ = − + − −0 1 0 11 1 1nt r r t r{ cos( ) cos( )} {cos( ) [cos( )cos( )] co/ / / /y q q s( )}r n1 / . (14.A7)
Developing.the.power.series.of.ψ and.θ, the.next.quadratic.terms.are.obtained:
. Δ = − − + +t n n( ) { }1 4 8 8 8
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where. the.wave.aberration.WST is.minimal.when. the.defocus.d is. equal. to. the. third.












( )( ) . (14.A11)
For.a.small.tilt.θ of.the.disk.substrate,.high.orders.can.be.disregarded.and.the.only.impor-
tant.aberration.is.the.coma.C1:
. C t n n1
2 3 31 2= −( )y q/ . (14.A12)
The. relationship. between. the. wave. aberration. WTL. and. the. coma. C1. can. be. calculated,.
again.from.Maréchal’s.equation25



























. y ( ) ( )x x f= ΔL c/






( , ) ( tan ) ( cos )
( tan tan ) ( c
x y x y f
x y xy
= Δ −








2 2 os )2 2q fc . (14.A16)
By.focusing.the.optics,.the.term.x2.+.y2.tan2.(θ).can.be.zero..Therefore,.the.wavefront.aber-
ration.assumes.a.maximum.value.in.the.direction.of.x.=.y.=.h:
. y q qo L c/= Δ tan (cos )h f
2 2 2 . (14.A17)
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Since.h/fc is.the.NA of.the.CL,.the.above.equation.may.be.rewritten.as:
. y q qo L cNA /= Δ tan ( ) cos
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ing. of. existing. platesetters. and. their. architectures. becomes. increasingly. important. for.
those.involved.in.procurement.and.use.of.these.devices..Platesetters.employ.a.light.source.












15.2.1 A Note about System Resolution and CTP
It.is.very.important.to.recognize.that.while.platesetter.resolution.and.quality.of.the.printed.
matter.are.directly.related.(i.e.,.higher.resolution.generally.results.in.higher.quality),.res-
olution. and. productivity. are. inversely. related.. Therefore,. typical. resolutions. for. higher.
quality.printed.material.(e.g.,.for.magazines).are.2400.dpi.and.2540.dpi.(1000.cm−1).while.
newspapers. commonly. use. 1270. dpi. (500. cm−1). because. higher. peak. productivity. is. of.
greater.importance.than.printing.quality.in.the.newsroom.













tem.. Its.disadvantages.are. that. the.use.of.multiple.exposure.beams. is.difficult. to. imple-







The. external. drum. architecture. finds. use. in. the. widest. range. of. applications. for. CTP..























































































in. three. dimensions. (translation. in. the. z-axis. is. for. focus).. (Because. the. exposure. head.
projects.an.image.of.the.DMD.onto.the.plate,.the.system.is.sensitive.to.defocus.errors,.so.
the. design. includes. automatic. focus. correction.). Originally,. a. short. arc. lamp. was. used.
as.the.light.source,.but.later.versions.have.employed.a.405-nm.diode.laser.array.coupled.
































































Figure.15.4.demonstrates.how.the.scrolling.effect. is. implemented..For. the.sake.of. the.

















15.3 METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING CTP IMPLEMENTATION
Several.equations.are.derived.in.the.following.paragraphs.in.order.to.provide.a.basis.for.
comparing.the.implementation.of.the.different.scanning.architectures.




































15.3.4 The Dose Equation


















technology Plate type Laser Type/Wavelength




















Flexography Black.Mask.Ablation Semiconductor—NIR.(830.nm) 2.00








P P Tplate total= ⋅ . (15.4)




Another. significant. transmission. loss. is. due. to. the. method. of. source. modulation..
Systems.using.diode. lasers.usually.directly.modulate. them,. totally.mitigating.this. loss..




15.3.6 Area Scan Rate
The.maximum.plate.area.to.be.exposed,.A.(in.cm2),.is.as.follows:

















































































ing. continuous. optical. scanning. (i.e.,. internal. drum,. external. drum,. and. F-Theta.
systems).


























































































































15.4 SPECIFIC PLATESETTER SYSTEMS
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15.4.2 Kodak Generation News (Eastman Kodak Company) (External Drum)




































To. find. the. laser. power. required. per. head,. the. area. scan. rate. must. first. be. found..

























































































significant. challenge. in. keeping. optics. clean.. With. peak. UV. intensities. of. approxi-
mately.50.MW/cm2,.purging.the.optics.assembly.with.clean,.dry.air.has.proven.use-
ful. in. reducing. required. maintenance. and. extending. the. life. of. expensive. optical.
components.
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BasysPrint’s. architecture. finds. its. niche. with. printers. desiring. to. expose. lower. cost.
media.that.has.historically.been.exposed.in.vacuum.frames.through.film.negatives..The.
novel.use.of.the.Texas.Instrument’s.DMD.with.either.an.arc.lamp.or.semiconductor.laser.









Tool. Folder.. http://focus.ti.com/docs/toolsw/folders/print/dlpd4x00kit.html.. (Accessed.
April.23,.2010.)
. 4.. Fujifilm. Graphic. Systems. U.S.A.,. Inc.. 2008.. SABER V-8 HS.. http://www.fujifilmgs.com/
pages/8_up/64.php..(Accessed.April.1,.2010.)
. 5.. Eastman.Kodak.Company..2009..Kodak Generation News Systems..http://graphics.kodak.com/
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htm..(Accessed.February.15,.2010.)





















Undersea. imaging. systems. are. classified. primarily. in. two. categories:. conventional. and.

































































distances. from. target. regions.. The. ability. to. more. rapidly. and. reliably. produce. higher.




By.way.of.example,. in. the.exploration.of.unknown.or.dynamic.environments,. rapid.
topographical. seabed. variations. can. occur. at. rates. greater. than. the. vertical. axis. per-























As. a. consequence. of. the. requirement. to. minimize. the. common. scattering. volume.
LLS.system.designs.have.a.relatively.small.depth.of.field.(DOF),.typically.no.more.than.
a. few.meters..This. is.particularly.problematic.when. imaging. in.a.dynamic.undersea.
environment.in.which.there.is.significant.variation.of.optical.transmission.properties,.
seabed.surface. features.or. in.which. there. is.significant.variation. in.platform.altitude.











The.optical. resolution.achievable.with.a.LLS.system.is.dependent.on. the. laser.beam.
diameter.at. the.reflecting.surface. in. the. target.region,.and. is.also.dependent.upon.the.
precision.with.which.the.receiver.can.resolve.intensity.information.from.the.return.sig-
nal.as.a. function.of. the.scan.angle..Minimizing.the.IFOV,.for.example,.by.minimizing.






imaging. target. surfaces. having. a. high. spatial. frequency,. as. the. combined. effects. of.
forward. scattering. and. blurring,. due. to. the. limited. DOF,. further. limit. the. achievable.
resolution.
The. sections. that. follow. describe. the. optical. principles. of. two. different. synchronous.
LLSs..The.first. system,. the.concept.of.which.was.originally.patented. in.1973.9.has.been.







Section. 16.3. introduces. the. optical. design. principals. of. two. alternate. types. of. laser.
line scan.













16.2 LLS SCANNING SYSTEM HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
Although. originally. conceived. in. the. early. 1970s11. synchronous. laser. line. scan. system.
development. began. in. the. 1980s. and. early. 1990s. with. a. series. of. Navy. R&D. contracts..
Scientists.from.private.contracting.firms.in.the.San.Diego.area.were.involved.in.the.early.
phases.of.development,.including.Spectrum.Engineering.Incorporated.(SEI)..In.1988,.SEI.
began. development. of. the. dual. pyramidal. polygon. system. designed. as. an. underwater.
imaging.tool,.which.achieved.significant.advancements.in.operational.range,.field.of.view,.


































16.3  OPTICAL DESIGN PRINCIPALS FOR 
UNDERWATER LLS IMAGING SYSTEMS
16.3.1 Dual Pyramidal Line Scanner
The. first. design. being. considered. is. based. on. the. original. LLS,. which,. as. described. in.
Section. 16.2,. has. been. implemented. in. a. cylindrical. housing. and. used. on. various. plat-
forms.for.a.range.of.seabed.imaging.tasks..It.consists.of.two.pyramidal.polygons.driven.
by.a.single.shaft.motor,.as.shown.in.Figure.16.4.





































However,. this. design. is. well. suited. for. packaging. in. cylindrically. shaped. hous-
ings,.which.are.typically.tolerant.to.high.ambient.pressure.and.characteristic.for.some.
towed. bodies. and. AUVs.. In. operation,. a. scan. line. is. developed. cross. track. to. the.
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16.3.2 Single Hexagonal Polygon Line Scanner
The.second.design.to.be.considered.consists.of.a.single.hexagonal.polygon,.which.uses.


































Two. alternate. wide. scan. angle. line. scanner. designs. have. been. presented. to. illustrate.












































purpose.of. this. study.. In. the. implemented.system.the.angular.aperture. is. limited.by.a.
field-stop.aperture.in.the.focal.plane.
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Optical scan angle off-
nadir (degrees)





axes.of. the.plots. in.Figures.16.7.and.16.8)..The.design.of. the.system.field-stop.aperture.
needs.to.accommodate.these.deviations.
16.4.2 Single Hexagonal Polygon Line Scanner
A.model.for.the.single.hexagonal.polygon.line.scanner.was.created.which.has.a.source–
























Raytrace. analysis. of. the. two. alternative. line. scanner. designs. highlights. differences. in.
aperture. field-stop. design. to. meet. the. optical. performance. requirements.. More. specifi-
cally,. the.results. from.the.dual.pyramidal.polygon.model. indicate.several.second.order.
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16.5  TEST TANK EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING SINGLE 
HEXAGONAL POLYGON LINE SCANNER




















































To. increase. collection.of. light. from. the. target. region,. a. large. collector.area. is. required;.
each described.design. typically.uses.a.20-cm2.collector.area,.defined.by. the.area.of.a.
polygon.facet.
The. raytrace. analysis. of. the. two. line. scanner. designs. highlights. differences. in. the.
required. aperture. field. stop. and. consequently. the. minimum. photosensitive. region. of.
















Exhibiting. significant. along-track. scan. deviation,. it. consequently. requires. a. large. pho-
tosensitive.region.for.detection..The.hexagonal.polygon.scanner,.a.prototype.system.for.
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